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Abstract
Motivated by the shock ignition approach to improving the performance
of inertial fusion targets, we make a series of studies of the stability of
hydrodynamic shock waves.
We first examine the behaviour of shocks moving through perturbations in
background fluid in planar and 2D converging geometries, representing the
‘ignition’ shock moving through strongly perturbed material. To do this we
follow the behaviour of finite amplitude perturbations on a 2D spherically
converging shock wave, through convergence, reflection at its minimum ra-
dius and then into the expansion phase. We then extend this to pressure
perturbations for converging shocks, representing asymmetries in the drive
profile.
These are then extended to 3D where we examine a uniquely 3D asymmetry,
collapse and reflection of perturbed shock fronts without axial symmetry.
We find that finite amplitude perturbations are transferred with little change
through convergence into expansion, recovering their approximate ingoing
form and find that shock fronts are robust against a range of asymmetries,
specifically that the shock front is broadly stable against moderate pertur-
bation, with only minor deviations from the symmetric behaviour.
Even under fairly extreme, 3D perturbations in multiple parameters in con-
vergent geometry the shock front remains robust and transfers with little
change through convergence into expansion and recovers its approximate
ingoing form.
This stability of shock waves is at the root of the robustness of shock ignition
and suggests this robustness is fully 3D.
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Roman Symbols
A perturbation amplitude
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k wave number
l polar mode number
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m azimuthal mode number
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p pressure
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x spatial co-ordinate
y spatial co-ordinate
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 initial perturbation size
 energy density, Zeus hydrodynamics code
Γ growth rate
γ ratio of specific heats for an ideal gas
λ wavelength
αl/(α0
√
2l + 1) units for decomposition into azimuthally symmetric tesseral harmonic
components
φ azimuthal angle, spatial co-ordinate
ρ mass density
ρr aerial density
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Context
This thesis examines various idealised symmetry problems that could harm the perfor-
mance of ‘shock ignition’. Shock ignition is an envisaged optimisation of inertial fusion
energy, while inertial fusion itself is a potential method of generating electricity from
readily available fuels, with less environmental harm than associated with other forms
of power generation.
1.1.1 Fusion energy
Fusion energy is a long sought-after method of generating electricity, as it has a long
term fuel supply, a low environmental cost and can be generated within national bor-
ders. In the envisaged power plant, fusion reactions provide the thermal energy. The
expected fuel is deuterium and tritium (DT), this is because the DT reactions have the
highest reaction rate at the lowest temperate of all possible fusion fuels. This DT fuel
is plentiful as deuterium is present in seawater and tritium is produced from lithium,
readily mined and the tritium itself is then generated during the reactor fuel cycle. In
a fusion reaction DT combines, fuses, releasing a Helium 4 nucleus and a neutron, with
the kinetic energy predominantly in the neutron. These neutrons are then captured and
the heat is extracted to spin a turbine which generates electricity.
The DT nuclei fuse through the short-range nuclear strong force and in order to
reach this short range, the nuclei must move at high enough speeds to overcome their
weaker but longer range Coulomb repulsion, and in inertial fusion these are thermal
velocities.
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Fusion has been successfully used to generate energy, two examples are stars and
hydrogen bombs. Energy from the Sun is increasingly directly harnessed to generate
electricity but this method has limits on capacity, reliability and locality. Hydrogen
bombs use energy from fission to confine and heat the fusion fuel, the subsequent reac-
tions generating more energy than used to ignite the fuel. Unfortunately, there is a lower
limit for the energy released which is too high for practicable electricity generation.
1.1.2 Inertial fusion energy
In inertial fusion energy (IFE) the DT fuel is compressed to many hundreds of times
solid density while simultaneously raising the temperature of a central hotspot and
this process creates the conditions for the initial fusion reactions. The alpha particles
generated from DT fusion pass through the hotspot and then heat the next layer of cold
fuel, which in turn causes further fusion reactions. This cycle then repeats and produces
a sustained burn. The neutrons carry the bulk of the fusion energy and escape the fuel,
these neutrons are then captured in the reactor and the energy extracted as heat.
Fusion fuel must be above a critical areal density, ρr, to burn, the fuel must be
compressed to a high density or the fusion energy produced will be too large to contain.
There are a range of potential mechanisms for heating the capsule and driving the
compression with lasers driving two major, related schemes, firstly direct drive (DD)
where lasers directly illuminate the capsule, and also indirect drive (IDD) where lasers
illuminate a hohlraum which emits X-rays and these X-rays heat the capsule.
IFE has not yet been realised but the National Ignition Facility aims to realise
ignition and burn using IDD.
In all current IFE schemes a burn wave propagates from the hotspot through the cold
fuel, this hotspot is reduced to the smallest that will ignite and so the external energy
required for heating is reduced[2]. The minimum size of the hotspot is dictated by
power balance where the energy deposited by fusion alphas must exceed the energy lost,
the primary loss mechanisms are thermal conduction, bremsstrahlung and mechanical
work[3, 4].
Shock Ignition (SI) and Fast Ignition (FI) are schemes that aim to further reduce the
energy required to assemble and ignite by decoupling these stages, both reduce energy
wasted in heating the cold fuel.
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1.1.2.1 Fast ignition and shock ignition
Fast ignition[5] is a variant on conventional, central ignition IFE which improves target
performance by compressing the DT fuel on a lower adiabat, and therefore with less
input energy, than is possible using central ignition (CI). After compression, the fuel is
ignited using a different high power beam with this driver power profile being shown in
figure 1.1.
Shock ignition[7] (SI) is a form of FI and occurs as two shock waves collide and heat
a central hotspot; the ingoing ‘ignition’ shock is the result of a rapid, late time increase
in driver power and the outgoing shock is the rebound of the earlier ‘compression’ shock.
This ‘compression’ shock converges and reflects at its minimum radius and then expands.
SI is a DD scheme and requires a late time deposition of a large amount of energy
which is more difficult in an IDD configuration as the hohlraum has significant thermal
“inertia” and cannot change its temperature quickly.
Other FI schemes rely on additional ignition mechanisms that are independent of
the compression drivers. These have difficulties because these ignition mechanisms are
not achievable with current technology and additionally FI often breaks the natural
spherical symmetry of the fuel capsule which increases the difficulty with compression,
due to asymmetry growth.
SI offers an attractive alternative, the ignition shock driver also drives the com-
pression, and SI can be seen as a gradual, continuous variation from conventional DD
ignition where the final shock is delayed and increased in power, while the earlier shocks
are lowered in power. Maintaining target simplicity is favourable for target manufac-
turing costs as it does not requiring additional stages in target manufacture.
Current IDD experiments have been reconfigured for a form of SI[8]. SI is signifi-
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cantly less demanding on the laser and focussing optics than other FI schemes and is
close to being realisable on at the National Ignition Facility (NIF) in the USA[7], this is
promising as NIF is predicted to ignite in this configuration[6]. Laser Mégajoule (LMJ),
a new facility in France, may also explore SI[9].
1.1.2.2 The importance of lower input energy and high gain
The gain is the ratio of energy in to energy out and is fundamental to any power plant
as more energy out for a given energy in typically reduces the cost of electricity. In IFE
this gain is particularly important as the technical challenges unique to IFE are relaxed
as gain increases.
In IFE we typically refer to ‘target gain’ G, the ratio of the energy yield from the
fuel capsule Yfusion to drive energy Edrive,
G =
Yfusion
Edrive
. (1.1)
By reducing drive energy SI then reduces technical difficulties and a drive system man-
ufactured to support a lower energy is less expensive. Alternatively if drive energy is
maintained this allows for increased yield which allows for a lower shot rate and fewer
targets which reduces the target manufacturing cost.
1.1.2.3 Asymmetries
In IFE an asymmetry is a variation from pure spherical geometry with these typically
leading to lower energy output and in extreme cases can cause ignition to fail. Small
initial asymmetries generally amplify during compression and these deform the hotspot,
which will reduce the fuel burned before the capsule disassembles. Short wavelength
asymmetries also lead to ‘mix’ where the ablator and fuel mix, which causes the high Z
ablator to increase radiation loss as the additional electrons from this partially ionised
high Z material emits additional energy through bremsstrahlung and line radiation,
which then cools the fuel. These short wavelengths are difficult to resolve in simulations
and with diagnostics.
Similarly, in SI, the interaction between the outgoing ‘compression’ and the ingoing
‘ignition’ shocks may be unstable, because with sufficient deformation these shocks will
collide at different positions and times and these different ignition points will lead to a
less clean ignition and burn and will perhaps cause ignition to fail.
Full radiation hydrodynamics calculations[10] show that SI is reasonably tolerant of
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departures from spherical symmetry. This is perhaps surprising as it is known[11, 12]
that spherically converging shock waves are universally unstable to perturbations of
their surface which suggests that SI, with its shocks passing through the centre of
convergence, will be unable to achieve a spherical reflected shock in the presence of even
slight perturbations.
These full hydrodynamics calculations are 2D which is significant because 2D simu-
lations are less stable than 1D and in turn 3D simulations are less stable than 2D, while
some behaviours cannot be represented in 2D at all[13].
Asymmetries and the instabilities they lead to are discussed further in section 2.3
page 43.
1.2 Introductory Physics
This thesis describes studies in the area of Inertial Fusion Energy (IFE) and more
specifically the investigation of the stability and symmetry of idealised shock waves in
the variant known as Shock Ignition. IFE is decades away from viability for electrical
power but fusion power is long sought-after as it has a long term fuel supply, is largely
free from CO2 emissions, has no need of raw materials from politically unstable countries
and, at least in comparison with fission energy, a modest output of radioactive structures
and waste material.
1.2.1 Sound Waves and Shock Physics
Sound waves in ideal gases are an example of small amplitude waves, and are linear
in the sense that two sound waves can be added together and remain a solution of the
wave equation, ∂2φ/∂t2 = c2s∇2φ.[14] In most common situations sound waves are taken
to be adiabatic, the period of oscillation being small enough that thermal conduction
is negligible and compressional work done on the gas is recovered during expansion so
that simple sound waves are undamped. In plasmas the opposite is often true and
thermal conduction is so large that the electrons can be assumed to be isothermal. In
this case the mean free path is much longer than the wavelength and the collisions
effectively sample all phases of the sound wave and maintain a uniform temperature in
the presence of compression and rarefaction.
There is an intermediate case where the mean free path is comparable to the wave-
length and sound waves become damped because of the increase in entropy associated
with thermal conduction. This is discussed briefly in Evans and Woolsey (1999)[15]
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where it is shown to play a part in thermal smoothing of non-uniform laser illumination
of solids.
Shock waves are different from sound waves in two important respects. They are
large amplitude, the change in pressure and density can be larger than the original
values, and they are strongly dissipative because the shock always steepens until its
scale length is comparable to the mean free path of the gas particles. On length scales
shorter than the mean free path particle distributions may be non-Maxwellian and the
temperature is not well-defined. Shock waves are non-linear, two shock waves will lose
their original form on collision and may merge or reflect depending on the original
conditions.
Sound waves are often reversible with no change in entropy, but fluid moving into a
shock front sees an increase in entropy, and thus shocks are irreversible. In a shock front
some of the directed velocity of the fluid (low entropy) is turned into random thermal
energy (high entropy). The conservation equations across the shock front include both
internal energy and pressure and the relation between these depends on the equation of
state. The internal degrees of freedom, for example in molecular gases, allow the storage
of internal energy without the generation of pressure.
In general the construction of an equation of state is very complex, involving electron
degeneracy, ionisation, and quantum effects such as electron exchange that cause the
binding forces in cold solids. Equation of state effects are important at early times in
IFE when fusion targets remain close to solid conditions but becomes less important at
late times as the temperature increases.
If two, identical opposing shock waves collide, or a shock wave hits a rigid wall then
the flow velocity becomes zero and all the flow energy is turned into heat. This is the
basic mechanism of shock ignition where the temperature is boosted to that needed for
DT ignition. Although entropy increases in a shock front a sequence of weak shocks
is asymptotically equivalent to isentropic compression, and this is useful for IFE as a
sequence of shock waves can be used to compress either the pusher or the fuel with only
a small increase in entropy[16].
1.2.2 Essential IFE Physics
The easiest fusion fuel to ignite is a mixture of Deuterium and Tritium usually abbre-
viated to DT. In order to ignite DT it must be raised to a temperature of around 5-10
keV and in IFE the DT burn fraction is often approximated as ρR/(ρR + 7), where
ρ is the DT density and R is the radius of the fuel, assumed to be spherical. ρR is
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usually quoted in the literature in cgs units of g cm−2. If the fusion yield is to remain
manageable the fuel must be compressed to around 400 g cm−3 compared to the density
of cryogenic DT of 0.225 g cm−3
Fusion burn is achieved with a temperature of around 5 to 10keV in a “hot spot” and
an initial ρr in this region comparable to the alpha particle range of around 0.3g/cm2.
This means that the burn spreads steadily rather than trying to heat too much cold fuel
with too little energy in the spark. The pressure in the hot spot must be of the order
50-100 GBar due to the combination of high density and temperature.
For laser driven IFE the onset of laser plasma instabilities at very high intensities
(Iλ2 > 1015W/cm2) limits the available drive pressure to around 100MBar. The factor
of 1000 increase in pressure is achieved through two mechanisms:
1. The steady acceleration and sudden stopping of a thin shell thickness ∆R of
material over a distance R gives a pressure multiplication of R/∆R.
2. Spherical convergence from the initial radial position R0 to the final radial posi-
tion Rf of the material gives a pressure multiplication around (R0/Rf )0.9 for the ideal
monatomic gas with γ = 5/3[17].
In most target designs these factors are each of order 30-40 giving the overall mul-
tiplication required. Trying to make either factor larger raises issues of symmetry and
stability.
The convergence R0/Rf is limited by the uniformity of the implosion which depends
on both target quality and uniformity of drive pressure. NIF has shown that R0/Rf > 30
is extremely challenging.
R/∆R is largely limited by the Rayleigh-Taylor instability (RTI) occurring initially
on the outer ablator where low density, high temperature material accelerates high
density, low temperature material (the strict condition for RTI is ∇P ·∇ρ < 0). RTI
only sets in when the shell begins to accelerate which requires the ingoing shock wave to
transit the shell and the returning rarefaction wave to arrive at the ‘ablation surface’.
Before the RTI sets in the shell/fuel interface is subject to the Richtmyer-Meshkov
instability (RMI) on the passage of a shock front across a density step. RMI is less
damaging since it grows as t2 rather than exponentially with t. However, RMI is an
important factor in seeding RTI.
In the classical Rayleigh-Taylor instability of two distinct incompressible fluids under
gravity the growth rate is γ =
√
kg/A where A = (ρ2 − ρ1)/(ρ2 + ρ1) is the Attwood
number. For fluid falling under gravity the acceleration can never exceed g and this
trivially leads to a saturation condition kAs = 1 where As is the mode amplitude, and
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since As = λ/2pi the amplitude is geometrically rather small. For amplitudes greater
than this the instability still grows but only as t2 not et.
Short wavelength modes grow quickly but also saturate at small amplitude. Longer
wavelengths grow more slowly but for longer and reach larger amplitudes than the short
wavelength modes. As such, at any time there is a ‘dominant mode’ which is the mode
that has only just stopped growing exponentially.
For an imploding thin shell we assume that once the dominant mode becomes the
mode with wavelength equal to the shell thickness then the shell is beginning to dis-
integrate. For this critical mode we get the particularly simple result γt ≈ √R/∆R.
Since this is an exponential growth from noise it is arbitrary what number we choose,
and if the shell could be made smoother and the pressure more uniform then we could
have any number of e-foldings. Experience and engineering suggest that γt ∼ 6− 7 is a
practical limit giving a growth of 300-500 times the initial value.
In the case of real IFE targets the ideal formulae are not valid and the usual ap-
proximation is a formula due to Takabe which contains corrections for finite density
gradients and ablation velocity.[18] Takabe’s formula is is a fit to computer models and
some experimental data so it has a degree of uncertainty. Since the growth rate ulti-
mately appears in an exponential then a 10% error is much more significant than in
some other parameters such as pressure.
1.2.2.1 Shock waves in IFE
The aim of IFE is to burn the DT fuel with the input of the minimum of driver energy.
In the case of the outer cold DT fuel it would be optimal to compress the cryogenic,
Fermi degenerate, DT keeping close to the original adiabat. This can be achieved either
by a slow rate of rise of pressure (adiabatic compression) or by a sequence of weak shock
waves which approximate to the adiabat.
In the case of central ignition as in NIF the innermost region of fuel must be at the
ignition temperature and this normally means preheating part of the fuel before it is
compressed. This is very conveniently achieved by adjusting the timing of the initial
weak shock waves so that they coalesce and become a strong shock at a suitable location
in the DT fuel layer. Inside the coalescence layer the DT is heated by the strong shock
and subsequently is compressed to further raise its temperature to become the hot spot.
Farther out the DT fuel sees only the weak shocks and remains close to the optimal
Fermi degenerate adiabat during compression.
In this simple scenario the cold fuel is strongly compressed during the implosion, its
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aspect ratio R/∆R is extremely high and the implosion is vulnerable to the Rayleigh
Taylor instability. A technique to overcome this without raising the fuel adiabat is
‘adiabat shaping’[19]. If the target is given a very short duration pressure impulse
before the main drive pulse then a shock wave is launched but decays into a rarefaction
wave as the drive pressure drops. The rarefaction overtakes the initial shock and the
shock pressure dies away at a finite depth in the DT. Material which has experienced
the shock wave is heated and expands while material at greater depths remains on the
low adiabat.
The subsequent implosion is arranged so that the preheated and expanded fuel layers
are ablated during the implosion, giving a thicker and more stable shell during the main
acceleration. The DT remaining at the end is the low adiabat high density material
needed for efficient target burn.
In shock ignition the implosion timing is slightly different since the aim is not to
produce the hot spot as in NIF but instead to deliberately generate a moderately strong
compression shock which will converge to the centre and bounce outwards and this is
the motivation for the converging and bouncing shock study in this thesis. The an-
alytic solution for a strong spherically converging shock wave first given by Guderley
(1942)[17] shows shows that there is a pressure jump around times 10 on reflection of
the spherical shock, not just at the centre but as the reflected shock moves outwards.
In shock ignition the ignition shock needs to be around 10 times stronger than the com-
pression shock to attain the condition that the collision between the ingoing ignition
shock and the reflected compression shock should stagnate the material flow and gener-
ate the maximum temperature. Generating this high pressure by a laser is a challenge
in understanding and controlling laser plasma coupling. It is feasible only because the
requirement of low preheat can be relaxed this late in the implosion process and some
degree of laser plasma instability must be tolerated.
Because the ignition shock is generated at late times the imploding capsule has expe-
rienced Rayleigh-Taylor unstable phases during both the acceleration and deceleration
and the final ignition shock travels through material with strong density perturbations
due to the RTI. This motivates the study of shock waves moving through a non-uniform
density background.
1.2.3 Shock Ignition and Conventional Ignition compared
Both CI and SI ignite using a hotspot, where a small region of fuel is ignited and a burn
wave propagates through the cold fuel with figure 1.2 showing a schematic for such a tar-
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Figure 1.2: A schematic for a basic iner-
tial fusion target, a wedge of the complete
fusion target.
Figure 1.3: Position of various interfaces
and shocks near stagnation; (a) is the ab-
lation front, (b) the inner interface, be-
tween the cold fuel and the gas fill, (c) the
compression shock, (d) are shocks that bi-
furcate on collision between the compres-
sion shock on the inner interface and (e)
is igniter shock.[20]
get. The ablator material is chosen as a compromise between laser absorption efficiency,
high ablation pressure, ability to shield the fuel from preheat by energetic electrons
and X-rays and the need to have extremely high uniformity and surface smoothness.
The outer ablator is heated using a driver, typically a laser, and the ablation presssure
drives a shock inwards. The passage of this and subsequent shocks cause the remaining
ablator material and cold fuel to accelerate. The whole target converges towards the
centre setting up the initial configuration for ignition, with the cold fuel being dense
enough to support a burn wave, and a hot, less dense region forming the initial fusion
“spark” from which a burn wave propagates through the cold fuel.
When the imploding fuel stagnates the pressure distribution is approximately uni-
form. Detailed target designs then show that in the case of CI at NIF the pressure in
the cold fuel will be 3-5 times higher than the Fermi pressure at 400g cm−3, and there
is a significant inefficiency associated with this additional energy input.
Shock Ignition proceeds in two stages, the fuel assembly is very close to the ideal
adiabat, the implosion can be at lower velocity since there is no need to produce the hot
spot and Rayleigh Taylor stability can be improved over the CI situation. The shock
timing aims to produce a well defined reflected (outward going) shock around the time
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of peak compression.
Slightly before the time of peak density a very strong shock wave is generated by the
driver. The shock pressure is amplified by convergence and the aim is to approximately
match the pressure of the reflected shock (which has gained a factor of 10 on reflection
at the centre). The shock collision turns the directed energy into thermal energy and
gives the localised heating needed to form the ‘spark’.
Shock ignition provides a modest reduction in the overall energy input from the
driver with a corresponding increase in target gain. It significantly reduces the effect
of RT instability because of the lower implosion velocity and also is tolerant of greater
asymmetry in the initial implosion since, as we show later in this thesis, the late time
ignition shock takes on the shape of the high density core as it moves inwards.
This is an idealised picture, the behaviour found in simulations of SI is more complex.
In figure 1.3 Lafon (2010)[20] shows some of the interface and shock trajectories in a
recent 1D simulation of a shock ignition target near stagnation. The compression shocks
move through the fuel and reflect multiple times between the origin and the interface of
the hot and cold fuel, with each of these bounces heating and compressing the central
fuel and the density also increasing due to convergence. As the compression shock
moves through the materials, these materials start converging, additionally increasing
the density. The final, strong shock is driven into the fuel just before the final, stagnant
configuration is established with the collision of the reflected providing the spark for
ignition.
This process of reflected shocks is also present in CI, so that many of the results in this
thesis are also applicable to IFE more generally. In SI there is a much greater emphasis
on the symmetry of these reflected shocks and the requirement that the collision of the
compression and ignition shocks should occur everywhere at about the same time in
order to begin the thermonuclear burn. More complete physics simulations show that
SI is remarkably tolerant of deviations from precise spherical symmetry and a desire to
investigate the physics underlying the apparent stability has provided the motivation
for this thesis.
1.3 Outline
First in chapter 2 we introduce the background hydrodynamic theory, then in chapter 3
we introduce the mathematical and computational tools used which we use to simulate
asymmetries specific to physical scenarios relevant to SI. These simulation results begin
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in chapter 4 where we show the results of 2D planar shock waves subject to asymmetries
and then in chapter 5 we examine 2D spherically converging shocks subject to asymme-
tries. In chapter 6 we then extend both the converging shock and the asymmetries to
3D. Much of work presented in this thesis involves the construction of a set of simulation
and analysis tools so finally in chapter 7 we outline a range of additional questions that
can be simply answered and extensions to the models.
In Chapter 2: Hydrodynamic theory starting on page 37 we outline the back-
ground theory used in this thesis. We broadly cover 3 aspects, firstly the hydrodynamics
underpinning the simulation software and analytic solution are presented in section 2.1,
secondly work on hydrodynamic instabilities that form from asymmetries is presented
in section 2.3 and finally the theory that underpins the initial conditions and the form
of the initial perturbations is introduced in section 2.4.
In Chapter 3: Computational and Mathematical Tools starting on page 57
we describe the computational and mathematical tools employed in this thesis. The
software used to simulate the hydrodynamics and aspects of this software relevant to
this thesis are introduced, this is primarily the ZeusMP code in section 3.2 but this also
includes Medusa in section 3.1. The initial conditions for symmetric converging shock
front, which we refer to as the “piston”, and the tools used to track the subsequent
shock front are constructed in section 3.3. The spherical harmonics functions and the
code used to generate these are introduced in section 3.4 and these are central to the
form of perturbations and the subsequent analysis. We then detail the methodology
for analysing asymmetry growth on shock fronts which uses the size of perturbations in
section 3.5. Finally, these tools combined are subject to a series of verifications against
analytical results in section 3.6, these tools pass these well, within the limitations of the
approximations made.
In Chapter 4: 2D Planar Shocks starting on page 89 we examine the behaviour
of planar shocks moving through 2D perturbations in background fluid, representing the
‘ignition’ shock moving through strongly perturbed material.
In Chapter 5: 2D Spherical Shocks starting on page 95 we first extend this to
2D spherical shocks converging onto a perturbed background in section 5.1. We examine
an idealised problem relating to the ‘compression’ shock, namely the behaviour of finite
amplitude perturbations on a 2D spherically converging shock wave in section 5.2 where
this shock is followed through convergence and reflection at its minimum radius and
then into the expansion phase. Finally pressure perturbations are then applied to the
piston in section 5.3 which represents asymmetries in the drive profile.
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In Chapter 6: 3D Spherical Shocks starting on page 119 we extend these spher-
ically converging shocks to 3D. In section 6.1, we verify the 3D model against the 2D
model for azimuthally symmetric asymmetries, while in sections 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4 we seek
to show behaviours found in 2D extend to 3D. Finally an asymmetry that can only be
represented in 3D is then examined in section 6.5, namely the collapse and reflection of
perturbed shock fronts without axial symmetry.
In Chapter 7: Extensions starting on page 131 we then introduce extensions to
this project as the tools employed and developed here can be readily extended. In section
7.1 we document extensions to the problems analysed, while in section 7.2 we examine
additional physics that could be simply included. Finally, a number of behaviours found
would favour analytical treatment and we describe these in section 7.3.
In Chapter 8: Conclusions starting on page 135 we conclude this thesis, these
conclusions are broadly that the stability of shock waves to a range of perturbations,
specifically the ability of spherical shock waves to recover their ingoing form, is at the
root of the robustness of shock ignition and suggests this robustness is fully 3D.
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Chapter 2
Hydrodynamic theory
The hydrodynamics of fluid flows underpins much of plasma physics, including IFE, and
hydrodynamics is the basis for this thesis where it provides the mathematics behind the
computer models and the phenomena observed. These mathematics also serve as a
means of analytic verification of the models which provides confidence in the results.
We present the hydrodynamics with an ideal gas equation of state, in the absence of
heat conduction and other sources and sinks of energy. Pure hydrodynamics is something
of a worst case for these asymmetries as much of the additional physics will be dissipative
and favour greater stability against perturbation growth.
The hydrodynamic equations are introduced in section 2.1. We present planar
shocks, a wave solution of these equations, in section 2.1.1, these are later used to
examine density perturbations in front of a shock front in chapter 4. In section 2.1.2
we present spherically symmetric, converging shock fronts where these results enable us
to develop a set of initial conditions to examine 2D and 3D perturbations behind the
shock front. In section 2.3 a selection of hydrodynamic asymmetries and instabilities are
introduced as related instabilities appear in the simulations, some instabilities inform
the analysis, some instabilities are used in the verification and some instabilities provide
the motivation for this thesis.
The linear theory for perturbations on shock is introduced in section 2.4 which
provides both the form of the shock perturbations and the analytic verification for the
growth rate when the perturbations size is small.
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2.1 Hydrodynamic equations
The hydrodynamic equations[21] are a set of conservation laws which conserve mass,
linear momentum and energy, and these equations form the basis of fluid dynamics. A
common form is the Euler representation;
∂
∂t
ρ+∇ · (ρu) = 0,(
∂
∂t
+ u · ∇
)
u = −1
ρ
∇p, (2.1)(
∂
∂t
+ u · ∇
)
e+ p
(
∂
∂t
+ u · ∇
)
1
ρ
= −1
ρ
∇ · q + 1
ρ
P,
with mass density ρ, velocity u, pressure p, specific energy e, specific enthalpy h =
e+p/ρ, heat current q and external energy sources P , which are all functions of space x
and time t. These equations are then closed with equations of state for both p = p(ρ, T )
and e = e(ρ, T ), where T is temperature. In this thesis we consider the ideal gases with
the equation of state
p = ρ(γ − 1)e, (2.2)
with the addition that q = 0 and that there are no energy sources P in the shock front,
while γ is the ratio of specific heats for an ideal gas. This simplifies the hydrodynamics
and allows analytic solutions to be found.
2.1.1 Analytic planar shocks
Hydrodynamic shocks in planar geometry have a well known set of solutions, referred
to as ‘the Rankine-Hugoniot relations’[22, 23, 24]. These are used in appendix A.3.1
as part of the “Sod shock tube” verification of the hydrocode, and as the basis for
the Richtmyer-Meshkov instability, which is in turn used as a verification in section
3.6.1 starting on page 79. Planar shocks underpin our analysis of the effect of density
stratifications in the background fluid on the shock front propagating through this fluid,
which we present in chapter 4 starting on page 89.
The Rankine-Hugoniot relations are found using the hydrodynamic equations in
conservative form, where a shock is described as a discontinuity in pressure, density and
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momentum which then lead to the ‘jump conditions’ across the shock front,
ρ0vx0 = ρ1vx1,
ρ0v
2
x0 + p0 = ρ1v
2
x1 + p1,
h0 + v
2
0/2 = h1 + v
2
1/2.
(2.3)
Here subscripts 0 and 1 indicate the variables on either side of the shock front while
x is the direction of movement of the shock. These equations are also in the frame
co-moving with the shock front.
To initialise shocks in planar hydrocodes we require the densities, pressures and
velocities in front of and behind the shock. We also introduce the speed of sound of
an ideal gas cs,o from equation 2.4, we introduce Mach number of the shock M from
equation 2.5, we close these equations with the equation of state in equation 2.2, and
finally move to the frame of the background fluid u0 = 0. The equations then take the
form
cs,o =
√
γ
p0
ρ0
, (2.4)
us = Mcs,0, (2.5)
u1 = us
(
1− ρ0
ρ1
)
,
ρ0
ρ1
=
2/M2 + γ − 1
γ + 1
,
p1
p0
=
2γM2 − (γ − 1)
(γ + 1)
.
To initialise a planar shock front we choose an appropriate M , ρ0 and p0. These equa-
tions now provide the basis for our analysis of planar shocks.
For p1 >> p0, ρ1/ρ0 → (γ + 1)/(γ − 1) and shock velocity becomes independent of
the pressure and temperature ahead of the shock which is known as a strong shock.
2.1.2 Analytic spherically converging shocks
Converging shocks through reflection are of interest to shock ignition. In this thesis,
we use the analytic solutions presented here to form a symmetric boundary condition
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for shocks through reflection in section 3.3 page 64, we later perturb this symmetric
boundary condition. The analytic solutions for these shocks are more involved and less
general than in the planar case.
The natural geometry when describing a spherically converging shock is spherical
polar geometry with r = 0 as the centre of convergence of the shock. The hydrodynamic
equations in their conservative form then take the form
∂
∂t
ρ+
∂
∂r
(ρu) +
2ρu
r
= 0,
∂
∂t
u+ u
∂
∂r
u+
(
c2s
γρ
)
∂
∂r
ρ+
(
2cs
γ
)
∂
∂r
cs = 0, (2.6)(
∂
∂t
+
∂
∂r
)(
c2s
ργ−1
)
= 0,
in this spherically symmetric case these are independent of angle. The speed of sound
is taken from equation 2.4 and is substituted such that the above equations become
dependent only on the 3 functions cs(r, t), u(r, t) and ρ(r, t) which in turn depend only
on radius r and time t.
Using these equations the solution for an imploding, symmetric strong spherical
shock wave was derived by Guderley[17] and later by Goldman[25] by means of a self-
similar analysis, such that the solutions, under appropriate rescaling, exactly reproduce
themselves. We discuss this reasoning in section 2.2.
All driven, spherically converging shocks eventually become strong due to the pres-
sure increasing behind the shock as it converges which comes to dominate over the
pressure in front of the shock. As this shock strengthens and moves away from the
driver, it looses any form from the driver and tends to the Guderley solution. The scale
invariance of this self-similar solution models an infinite mass of fluid and cannot be
reproduced exactly in a finite system, but this is a good approximation on scale lengths
between the system size and the molecular scale.
The radius of the shock front r as a function of time t is given as
r = ξ|t|n˜, (2.7)
shown in figure 2.1. The Guderley solution has three distinct phases, described here
as when viewed at a fixed point in an Eulerian reference frame. At times earlier than
t = −1 the fluid is at rest, at t = −1 the passage of the ingoing shock causes the fluid to
compress to 4 times the initial density, the strong shock limit for an ideal gas[4], and this
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Figure 2.1: The analytic trajectory of the
shock front, equation 2.7 as a function
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.
fluid flows towards the centre, with its density increasing. At t = 0 the shock reflects
at the origin but its effect at the fixed observation point is not felt until, at t > 1.59,
the reflected shock wave causes a further compression of the fluid and a transition to
an outwardly expanding flow. These density changes are shown in figure 2.2.
Radius is normalised to this initial fixed point r(t = −1) = 1, and ξ is the self-
similarity coordinate and is a different constant during convergence and reflection. For
a monatomic gas Goldman[25] finds that n˜ = 0.688377 and that density reaches the
maximum, on the arrival of the reflected shock, of 32 times the initial density.
Figure 2.1 shows the trajectory of the shock front converging more rapidly as the
shock front approaches the centre of convergence, this is due to the speed of the shock
front us increasing
us =
√
γ + 1
2
p2
ρ1
, (2.8)
as the pressure behind the shock p2 increases rapidly. Here ρ1 is the density in front
of the shock. The increase in speed can be thought of as the energy driving the shock
acting on a smaller surface area as the shock front converges.
This solution, which follows the shock through convergence and into reflection, pro-
vides the symmetric basis we perturb for our analysis of asymmetric converging shocks
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related to shock ignition.
2.1.2.1 Other spherical solutions
The solution above is largely analytic, but the technique requires iterative solutions of
the equations for the speed of sound and the flow speed, and the Guderley solution is
only the solution representing converging shock waves[4]. Another solution is central
explosions, which includes the point explosion of Sedov and Taylor[26, 27]. Cumulative
implosions, where all fluid elements eventually contact to a point, are another set of
solutions and includes the Kidder solution for isentropic compression of an IFE shell[28].
A recent interesting solution for IFE involves imploding non-isentropic shells[29].
2.2 Euler and Mach scaling, and self-similarity
Hydrodynamic flows with an ideal gas can be rescaled to allow wind tunnel type exper-
iments. This means the conclusions drawn from this thesis are general to any systems
based on hydrodynamics with similar scalings.
In order for the solutions to be ‘similar’, such that they reproduce the same solution
under rescaling, both the Euler number and the Mach number must be identical. The
Euler number Eu and Mach number M can be found through the hydrodynamic equa-
tions using a similarity treatment with the assumption that the laws of physics remain
the same irrespective of the unit system employed[30],
Eu =
p
ρu2
=
pm
ρmu2m
,
M =
u
cs
=
um
cs,m
.
Here subscript m indicates the fluid variables for the model while the fluid variables
without the subscript are those of the system being modelled. Euler scaling implies
that the Mach number is also conserved. Physically the Mach number can be thought
of conserving the ratio between inertia and restorative elastic fluid forces for different
systems.
This allows rescaling of our simulations to problems of interest, with the additional
freedom that the Mach number for the Guderley solution is arbitrarily large with ref-
erence to the fluid being compressed and this is the scenario for any converging shock.
This somewhat relaxes the requirement for Mach scaling in converging systems when
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analysing perturbation growth through reflection at the origin as all converging shocks
will tend to an arbitrarily large Mach number before collapse.
2.3 Asymmetries and Instabilities
Instabilities motivate this thesis, identifying instability growth unique to or more sig-
nificant in SI, including perturbed shocks through reflection. An understanding of the
growth of instabilities allows for focus on the asymmetries most likely to have a deleteri-
ous effect on SI, and can show in principle SI is sufficiently stable. Asymmetries are also
the prime suspect for lower than expected neutron yield in current NIF experiments[31].
In this thesis we examine asymmetries related to the hydrodynamic shocks, moti-
vated by unique features in SI namely the reflected compression shock and the late
time ignition shock. We do not attempt full physics simulations, instead examining
the underpinning physics of perturbations to the shocks themselves. Various symmetric
shocks are subject to idealised perturbations, the evolution of these perturbed shocks
are examined in chapters 4, 5 and 6. Additionally, these asymmetries seed instabilities
that then appear in the fluid behind the shocks.
In IFE if the hot spot, and to a lesser extent the cold fuel, is perturbed then the
capsule will burn less cleanly producing less energy, this will cause ignition to entirely
fail in extreme cases. There is a zoo of instabilities in IFE, each forming with different
arrangements of fluid variables.
The Rayleigh-Taylor instability (RTI) is a rapidly growing instability. The conditions
for RTI growth occur when the cold, dense fuel is being supported by the hot, low density
hotspot. RTI growth then leads to a deformed hotspot, the spikes of RTI reaching into
the hotspot and reducing the unperturbed hotspot size. The unperturbed volume must,
broadly, meet the requirements of the original unperturbed hotspot and therefore, in the
presence of perturbations, more fuel must be heated to meet the required unperturbed
hotspot volume. This costs more energy and thus lowers gain.
RTI develops from other perturbations. The perturbation size approaching stagna-
tion, referred to as the RTI “seed”, is due to the growth of instabilities acting on initial
departures from spherical symmetry, or asymmetries, and this seed thus motivates much
of the interest in these asymmetries.
Example asymmetries include non-central target positioning leading to non-central
implosions. An experimental example is shown in figure 2.3, where surface rough-
ness from manufacturing perturbs the shock front when it passes this and subsequently
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Figure 2.3: Effect of a pole hot driver on an experiment run at Omega for benchmarking
codes[32].
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Figure 2.4: Effect of surface perturbations on a simulation of a capsule implosion in
conventional hotspot ignition, causing a loss in capsule yield[10].
perturbing the compressed material. Driver profile non-uniformities cause pressure dif-
ferences driving the shock, while laser-speckling causes small, time varying pressure
differences which drive a deformed shock. This is shown in the structure in figure 2.4.
The ablator is also RTI unstable during the deceleration, this perturbation growth
feeding through and deforming the hotspot.
Other instabilities develop from asymmetries, this includes the Kelvin-Helmholtz
instability (KHI) which arises from a velocity shear between fluids, the Landau-Darrieus
instability (LDI) which arises from the thermal expansion across a heat front and the
Richtmyer-Meshkov instability (RMI) which forms when a shock front hits a perturbed
material interface.
Modelling various non-uniformities and instabilities requires specific physics, for ex-
ample heat transport is required for modelling ablation, while ablation is required for
establishing the conditions needed for RTI, and burn is required for modelling LDI. As
a driver non-uniformity, laser speckling requires a model representing a time varying
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laser field incident on a capsule.
By limiting ourselves to an Eulerian hydrodynamics solver we have limited ourselves
to perturbations in position and state variables, specifically momentum, pressure and
density. We choose perturbations to explore the underpinning asymmetries representing
experimental asymmetries.
2.3.1 Asymmetries in SI
Previous simulations show SI to be reasonably tolerant to departures from symmetry[10].
This prior work is introduced in section 2.4 and forms a starting point for much of this
thesis.
Some behaviours of asymmetries are unique to SI, specifically asymmetries on per-
turbed shocks through collapse, bounce and subsequent reflection. These have not
been previously considered as no other IFE scheme relies so centrally on these reflected
shocks. Some non-uniformities are more pronounced in SI, specifically the late time,
high power ‘ignition’ shock being driven through material ablated during compression.
This ablator material is RTI unstable and thus may be more significantly perturbed
that in conventional ignition. When the final ignition shock front is driven through
material with density perturbations it will form to the shape of the perturbations, and
this shock behaviour has been found in previous research[33, 34].
Asymmetries in shock ignition have not been extensively examined in the published
literature beyond this. It seems sensible to assume that instabilities that harm conven-
tional ignition will harm SI in similar ways as these are closely related schemes, but for
SI to be a viable experimental prospect these effects must be modelled and understood.
2.3.2 Rayleigh-Taylor instability
RTI is a rapidly growing instability and arises when a higher density fluid is supported
by a lower density fluid with the pressure gradient in the opposite direction to the
density gradient. Bubbles of the lighter fluid move into the denser fluid, while spikes
of the denser fluid move into the lighter fluid. In the IFE implosion this occurs at two
stages, in the ablator where the driver energy is deposited at a lower than peak density
and during stagnation where the hot spot supports the imploding shell.
RTI initially grows exponentially, this growth then saturates to a linear phase and
reaches a final ‘turbulent’ phase where small-scale mixing further limits growth. The ex-
ponential growth phase is modelled by amplitude A(t) controlled by the ‘seed’ amplitude
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A0 and growth rate Γ,
A(t) ∼ A0eΓt.
The growth rate has a number of forms[35], one form, given by Takabe (1985)[18],
is similar to classical RTI and is a useful model for IFE,
Γ =
√
αgk − βkVa, (2.9)
where g is the acceleration, k is the wave number and Va is the ablation velocity. α and
β are Takabe constants and are typically found through fitting of simulation data[35].
α is analogous to the Atwood number in classical RTI, which is defined as the ratio of
difference of the densities to the sum of the densities.
The ‘seed’ size A0 and wave number k are at the root of much interest in instabilities
for IFE. RTI will inevitably grow quickly, as much that dictates RTI growth cannot be
reduced, for instance, ablation velocity is zero in the hotspot. On the other hand RTI
growth can be controlled through A0 and wave (or mode) number k shown in figure 2.5,
these in turn are determined by earlier instability growth and these in turn are defined
by the initial asymmetries. These asymmetries can be reduced, perhaps through more
precise driver, through target manufacture or through more central target placement,
reducing the initial seed size and therefore the final perturbation size, so that RTI growth
will not significantly reduce gain.
RTI growth is reduced by smoother density gradients as the size of the perturbation
decays away from the point of opposing gradients with an approximate scale length
equal to the transverse wavelength of the mode. This also reduces the validity of the
analytic formula in more complicated scenarios as these analytics typically deal with
sharp density jumps.
We do not examine RTI directly in this thesis as RTI only occurs during the acceler-
ation of a hollow shell (or the plane geometry equivalent) and requires heat conduction
to produce the opposing pressure and density gradients and this additional physics is
not present in our models.
2.3.3 Kelvin-Helmholtz instability
The Kelvin-Helmholtz instability (KHI) arises from a velocity shear in a continuous
fluid[36] which, as the perturbation grows, exhibits rolls that are characteristic of this
KHI. In IFE KHI forms due to the velocity shear between the bubbles and spikes
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Figure 2.5: RTI linear growth rate in 2D IFE simulations, for different perturbation
modes over an interval 1.5ns after the onset of RTI, with and without a picket to increase
the ablation velocity. These results are extrapolated to higher mode numbers[10].
produced by RTI and modifies the RTI growth rate[4]. KHI similarly appears in RMI,
appearing in figure 2.7 on the interfacial instability during late-stage growth, where this
again reduces the growth rate of RMI.
2.3.4 Density gradients
Shocks moving through a uniform ideal gas are known to be stable, but this stability is
altered for shocks going up and down density gradients. We only consider density jumps
small enough that the shock front is transmitted intact as this is an implicit requirement
of SI. The presence of a sufficiently large density increase will cause the shock front to
reflect and a rarefaction wave to be transmitted, whereas the presence of sufficiently
large density decrease will cause the shock front to become a rarefaction wave.
In IFE asymmetries in the shock carries perturbations to the hotspot and seeds
RTI, the most violently growing and disruptive instability. In SI the final ‘ignition’
shock arrives much later which allows additional time for the perturbations to grow in
the imploding material, potentially leading to more distorted gradients. Additionally
the ‘compression’ shock, once it has collapsed and reflected, travels through previously
compressed and likely distorted material, this material distorted by the earlier perturbed
ingoing shocks.
Shocks moving down sufficiently negative density gradients are less stable because
as the shock accelerates, the crests of the perturbations move through lower density
regions and accelerate ahead of the troughs, enhancing the perturbation. Counter to
this, shocks moving through positive density gradients decelerate and exhibit increased
stability due to the crests of the perturbation moving through higher density regions and
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decelerating with respect to the troughs, further decreasing the perturbation size[33, 34].
A problem related to density gradients is the Richtmyer-Meshkov instability. In RMI
the density gradient is a step from the low density to the higher density which is initially
perturbed, while the shock travelling towards this interface is initially unperturbed.
2.3.5 Richtmyer-Meshkov instability
The Richtmyer-Meshkov instability (RMI) is a slow-growing instability that happens
early in time in IFE[36]. RMI is well examined, and is an idealised asymmetry with a
step profile and single wavelength perturbation.
RMI forms when a shock front strikes a perturbed material interface, a boundary
between two fluids with different densities shown in figure 2.6. The shock strikes this
interface which starts moving with constant velocity U and the perturbations amplify
and correspondingly perturb the shock front. At collision the shock bifurcates into two
waves, in RMI the density configuration is such that these are transmitted and reflected
shocks, at the collision with the interface these shocks are correspondingly perturbed
to the initial size of the interfacial perturbation. RMI typically refers to the interfacial
perturbation growth, the “instability” referring to the monotonic but slowing increase in
interfacial perturbation size, on the other hand the shocks are stable, these perturbations
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on the shock front shrinking.
Bubbles and spikes form in RMI and are shown in figure 2.7. This feature is shared
with RTI.
RMI has polynomial growth with time and this growth is less rapid than RTI. It is
physically sensible that RMI has a lower growth rate than the exponential RTI because
RTI has an energy gradient across the interface that RMI does not, this energy fuels
the explosive RTI growth.
The growth rate ΓC(t) of the perturbations δx(t) at the interface asymptotically
approaches a final constant value Γ∞,
δx(t) = δ0(1 + Γ∞(t)). (2.10)
There are a number of difficulties associated with finding Γ∞, when Richtmyer first
estimated the asymptotic growth rate Γ∞ of RMI he replaced gravitational acceleration
in RTI with impulsive acceleration, g(t) = Uδ(t) with δ(t) being the Dirac delta function.
Γ∞ = kUAeffδeff ,
where k = 2pi/λ is the perturbation wave number, Aeff and δeff are effective values
of the Atwood number and initial perturbation amplitude respectively. These are chal-
lenging to estimate, and Richtmyer had success in the reflected shock case, while others
had succeses in the reflected rarefaction wave and in the weak shock limit[36].
Previous work has found analytic growth rates for RMI. These studies produce results
somewhat inconsistent with experiment[38], as we show in figure 2.8.
Figure 2.9 shows additional physics saturating an RMI-like density perturbation
growth on the outside edge of a DT capsule. The growth of a mass perturbation is
decreased due to thermal smoothing, mass ablation and varying temperature gradients
from laser effects. This slowing of the growth shows additional, dissipative physics
beyond hydrodynamics limiting the deleterious effects of instabilities.
2.3.6 Spatial shock front perturbations
2D spatial shock front perturbations have been examined in detail analytically and
experimentally. These perturbations are defined as a planar shock with sinusoidal per-
turbations of a certain size and wavelength and these Perturbed shocks are, in general,
1This image is part of our paper[37] and has been reproduced with the permission of the rights
holder, AIP Publishing LLC.
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instability in RMI[38].
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stable as the envelope of perturbation size decreases the maximum point of the oscilla-
tion of the perturbation peaks and troughs. This is significant in SI for the “compression”
and the “ignition” shocks, responsible for the final heating and ignition.
The analytical studies examine both the case of a shock striking a perturbed inter-
face, RMI, where the transmitted shock perturbation decays with t−
1
2 , and the case of
simply a perturbed shock front, which decays with t−
3
2 . This difference is due to, in RMI,
the pressure from the reflected shock and interface supporting the perturbations[39].
This stability of shocks informs much of the results and conclusions of this thesis.
Unfortunately for IFE, this shock stability is broken in converging geometries.
2.3.7 ‘Shape’ and ‘mix’ effects
In IFE there is often a distinction between low mode, high wavelength perturbation
behaviour and that of high mode, low wavelength, an example of which can be seen in
figure 2.5. Simulations typically find the highest growth rate in RTI is for a pertur-
bation of intermediate mode number, because growth for the low mode increases with
wavelength, but the higher modes are attenuated by feed-through and are damped by
finite density gradients and ablation[40, 41].
Low mode “shape” effects often have distinct behaviours and corrections applied to
them, for instance these gross distortions are corrected at NIF by varying the laser
energy and position during target assembly[42]. These low mode perturbations are also
tractable to simulate and diagnose as their size is much larger than the resolution of the
available diagnostics. High mode “mix” effects cause the hotspot and cold fuel to mix,
effectively shrinking the hotspot by reducing the temperature of the fuel at the edges of
the hotspot, and these short wavelengths can be both difficult to simulate and difficult to
experimentally diagnose, in both cases requiring resolutions entirely unavailable. This
leads to some concern that experiments are subject to deleterious mix effects that are not
properly understood. These difficulties emphasise that care must be taken to capture
the differing effects of high and low mode perturbations.
2.3.8 3D effects
To reduce computational cost of simulations of IFE targets are usually run in two spatial
dimensions, in cylindrical R− z geometry to exploit the natural symmetry of hohlraum
and target. This avoids the additional computational cost of adding an extra dimension
for 3D simulations, the cost scaling as Nd, where d is the number of dimensions and N
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is the desired number of cells in each direction. RTI grows more rapidly in full 3D[43]
than in 2D and other significant, detrimental effects in IFE have recently been shown
to only be properly captured using full 3D[13].
During the linear growth phase of RTI the growth rate is defined simply by mode
number and in this case 2D perturbations represent the full 3D behaviour well. Once
the growth of RTI slows in the subsequent linear phase the growth in full 3D becomes
more rapid than the growth in 2D, a feature that carries to the ‘turbulent’ phase. This
additional growth is due to the larger boundary between the fully 3D bubbles and spikes,
this larger boundary then feeds more rapid growth. It is generally viewed, however, that
these differences are not significant as RTI growth is confined to the linear phase in IFE
where the differences between 2D and 3D are small[4].
This view has recently been challenged. S. Taylor and J. P. Chittenden (2014)[13]
have examined complete 3D perturbation effects relevant to IFE and have shown these
cannot be accurately reproduced in 2D, due to off-axis velocity effects harming hotspot
formation. These results suggest that full 3D treatment is necessary in convergent
systems, where this off-axis collapse has the potential to significantly alter asymmetry
behaviours.
2.4 Spherically converging shock front perturbations
Full radiation hydrodynamics simulations show that SI is reasonably tolerant of de-
partures from spherical symmetry[10] which is perhaps surprising as prior work, both
theory[12] and simulation[11], show converging hydrodynamic shock waves as univer-
sally unstable to perturbation of their surface, specifically that the envelope of the
perturbation size grows monotonically relative to the average radius of the converging
shock front.
Converging shock waves with perturbations applied to the shock front are examined
by Gardner, Book and Bernstein (1981)[11] where they show that the envelope of growth
of perturbations is unstable and that the perturbations oscillate, with this oscillatory
behaviour being shown in figure 2.11. The troughs of the perturbation, behind the
average radius of curvature, have smaller local radii of curvature as we show in figure
2.10. The troughs will thus accelerate to higher velocity than the rest of the shock
front as a strong shock with smaller radius of curvature accelerates faster than a strong
shock with a larger radius (discussed earlier in section 2.1.2). These troughs will then
overshoot and become crests. These crests of perturbations reverse the behaviour, the
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crests will decelerate due to a larger radius of curvature and undershoot. Thus the peaks
and troughs oscillate.
K. Evans (1996)[12] later extends this analytically by linearly perturbing the hy-
drodynamic equations for strong spherically converging shocks, and introducing wave-
length dependence for the perturbation growth, showing that although the envelope of
perturbation growth is the same for each linear perturbation wavelength the shorter
wavelengths will oscillate more rapidly. This is introduced in more detail in section
2.4.1, as the starting point in this thesis for perturbations to spherical shocks.
After some convergence, perturbations become large and this linear description no
longer applies. Given the self-similar nature of the solution, it perhaps could be extended
through shock collapse and into reflection, but this is beyond the scope of this thesis
due to the lack of an expansion parameter through the vicinity of r = 0. Reflected
shocks also contradict the theoretical basis, as the underlying Chester-Chisnell-Whitham
equations[44] assume the shocked fluid does not catch up with shock front.
2.4.1 Linear Theory
K. Evans (1996)[12] describes the growth of small perturbations on a shock front. These
provide a form for the perturbations used in this thesis and an analytic verification for
the computational model in the small amplitude limit as we describe in section 5.2
starting on page 97.
K. Evans perturbs the Chester-Chisnell-Whitham (CCW) equations[44], these CCW
equations describe a strong shock moving through a homogeneous ideal gas, with the
pressure behind these ‘strong’ shocks being much greater than the pressure in front.
The CCW equations assume the shocked fluid does not catch up with shock front.
They are derived using a ‘piston’, also described as a ‘shock tube’, of varying cross
sectional area with this area initially constant and moving with constant velocity, the
area changing as it moves through the perturbed fluid. The converging solution uses a
cone-shaped ‘shock tube’ for this converging shock.
A general solution for converging shocks is found by Whitham (1958), with this
solution verified using the more rigorous analysis of converging shocks by Guderley
1942[17] (described in section 2.1.2). This consistency between the two solutions is
described by Whitham in his paper,
The accuracy of the results for a wide range of problems and for all shock
strengths is truly surprising.
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The following description of the growth of small perturbations on a converging shock
front follows that of K. Evans (1996)[12]. Perturbations are applied through the function
α(x) whose contours give the positions of the shock front at different times,
α(r, θ, φ) = −α0 + µ(r)Y lm(θ, φ). (2.11)
Here α0 is the unperturbed solution,  is the amplitude of the initial perturbation and
µ(r) contains the radial dependence. α(r, θ, φ) does contain time information as the self-
similar nature of the equations leads to a direct equivalence between time and radial
position, expressed in equation 2.7 on page 40. Due to the spherical nature of the
shock Y ml (θ, φ) is chosen in the ansats as a spherical harmonic, the natural structure for
decomposition of spherical solutions. The size of the perturbation relative to the shock
radius δr/r increases with decreasing radius r,
δr
r
∼ rχ′−1 cos (h(r)a(γ, l)) (2.12)
h(r)a(γ, l) = ln(r)
1
2λ
(−(λ+ 2)2 + 4λl(l + 1))1/2 ,
χ′ =
1
2
− 1
λ
,
λ = 1 +
2
γ
+
(
2γ
γ − 1
)(1/2)
,
this solution is only valid for modes with mode number l ≥ 2. As the ratio of specific
heats γ is always greater than one the relative amplitude of the perturbations monoton-
ically increases as the shock converges. The envelope of growth rχ′−1 is also independent
of the mode of the perturbation, this mode controlling the rate of oscillation, which we
show in figure 2.11.
The mode dependence l ≥ 2 is sensible as the lowest mode denoted l = 0 is spherical
with no θ and φ dependence and the second lowest mode l = 1 represents translation of
the converging shock.
Equation 2.12 describes small perturbations growing relative to the shock front ra-
dius with convergence, where the absolute size of the perturbation δr shrinks, but less
rapidly than the shock converges. δr is the linear expansion parameter and is only valid
when δr << r. A monotonically increasing and diverging δr/r →∞ as r → 0 violates
this condition, limiting the applicability of this analysis for collapsing shocks reflected
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Figure 2.11: Linear perturbation size δr/r
on the surface of a spherically converg-
ing shock wave as it converges radially r,
equation 2.12. The envelope of growth is
independent of mode number l, the os-
cillating lines are the amplitude of the
perturbations, higher l having higher fre-
quency oscillations.
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Figure 2.12: Showing the self-similarity of
the perturbation size δr/r with radius r
for perturbation mode number l = 16.
The growth has been rescaled such that
r → 0.1r in equation 2.12.
through the centre of convergence.
2.4.2 Self-similarity of the analytic perturbations
Some features of this perturbation growth are accessible without the complete deriva-
tion. Equation 2.7 describes the behaviour of a converging shock and is self-similar,
such that irrespective of the initial radius it reproduces itself if rescaled, r → βr and
t → β1/n˜t where β is a positive constant. Correspondingly, the perturbation growth
described in equations 2.12 can be thought of as somewhat self-similar, as we show in
figure 2.12 where, if the points integer wavelengths apart are mapped onto each other,
the form of the perturbations reproduces itself.
The perturbation growth equation can be split into two parts,
δr
r
∼ f(r)g(r),
f(r) is the envelope describing the values within which the solution oscillates and g(r)
is the oscillating part of the solution. f(r) is trivially self-similar for all values for before
convergence under rescaling β
f(r) = r(χ
′−1), r(χ
′−1) → (βr′)(χ′−1).
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The oscillating component g(r) is less obviously self-similar. We assume a co-sinusoidal
waveform
g(r) = cos (ah(r)) ,
g(r) must satisfy the condition that the function retains its form under a rescaling
r → βr,
g(r) = cos (ah(r))→ cos (ah(βr)) .
A general periodic function is not universally self similar as it can be rescaled in
such a way that the functions do not correspond. Retrieving the form of the original
function under rescaling must be equivalent to a phase shift in a cosine,
g(αr) = cos (ah(βr)) = cos (ah(r) + φ) .
When considering a periodic function that is rescaled by one wavelength, the dis-
tances ri and ri+1 between identical consecutive points of the waveform i and i+1 must
relate to each other,
rp,i = β
′rp,i−1,
where β′ is a rescaling constant. For converging shocks this must be satisfied by each
consecutive point being closer to next as the shock front approaches the centre of con-
vergence rs → 0, the number of peaks I must become increasingly large as I →∞.
The above is a definition of the logarithmic function[45], h(r) = ln(r),
g(βr) = cos (aln(βr)) = cos (aln(r) + aln(β)) .
This also provides the form of the phase. This rescaling is shown in figure 2.12, with
the rescaling such that δr → βχ′δr. The form of the oscillatory component suggests the
logarithmic spacing of oscillations with radius in figures 2.11 and 2.12 is a feature of the
self-similarity of the underlying hydrodynamic equations.
This simple analysis reproduces the form of the self-similar oscillations but not the
constant a derived by K. Evans (1996)[12], equation 2.12.
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Computational and Mathematical
Tools
Here we introduce the tools required to numerically model asymmetries in spherical
hydrodynamic shocks. We introduce the 1D spherical hydrodynamics code Medusa
in section 3.1, where we use Medusa’s convenient boundary conditions to model the
symmetric Guderley solution. We then describe the fixed grid code ZeusMP in section
3.2, where we initialise ZeusMP with a finite approximation of the evolved Medusa
simulation in 2D and 3D. For both these codes there is a requirement that the results
are ‘grid converged’ in the sense that our conclusions are unchanged if the resolution of
the mesh is doubled.
In section 3.3 the boundary conditions that reproduce the analytic Guderley solution
for strong shocks are taken from Ribeyre et. al (2011)[46], are applied to Medusa and
are then transferred to ZeusMP in the form of a ‘piston’. This spherical ‘piston’ is then
perturbed in chapter 5 starting on page 95 and chapter 6 starting on page 119. After
this, techniques for finding shocks on a grid are introduced.
We then introduce the mathematics and code for spherical harmonics in section 3.4,
providing the form of the asymmetries in converging geometries. Next, the techniques
for analysing shock front perturbations are introduced in section 3.5. Finally, we bring
these tools together and verify their behaviour against analytic solutions in section 3.6,
which match closely and thus provides confidence in the use of ZeusMP.
A note on programming languages employed is in appendix A.1 page 137.
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3.1 Medusa
Medusa is a 1D Lagrangian fluid code designed to model laser fusion. Here we set
Medusa to follow an ideal gas, in the absence of sources and sinks, with no dissipation
apart from the dissipation of the shock itself and the shock is handled using numerical
viscosity.
The equation of state is set to that of an ideal gas, such that
U = pV/(γ − 1). (3.1)
Here U is the energy density, V the specific volume, p pressure and γ is the adiabatic
index of an ideal gas. The equation of motion is the Navier-Stokes equation,
ρ
du
dt
= −∇p. (3.2)
Here ρ is the density, t is the time and u is the velocity of the fluid, which defines the
motion of the Lagrangian coordinates,
dr
dt
= u(r, t), (3.3)
where r is the radial position of the Lagrangian grid.
Much of the complexity in Medusa comes from the implicit solution to the energy
equation
CV
dT
dt
+ CT
dρ
dt
+ p
dV
dt
= S, (3.4)
where CV and CT are the specific heat at constant volume and temperature respectively
and S is the source term, which we set to be
S = Q. (3.5)
Here Q is the rate of viscous shock heating, which is the numerical viscosity for shock
handling and we set all other source terms to zero.
The pressure and specific heats are calculated,
p =
k
mH
1
M
ρT, (3.6)
Cv =
1
γ − 1
k
mHM
, (3.7)
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CT = 0. (3.8)
HeremH is the mass of hydrogen,M is the constant mass of a cell and k is the Boltzmann
constant. The spatial staggering is consistent with Zeus as the velocities are face-centred
while the energy and mass densities are cell-centred. The temporal staggering is such
that values that are time-differentials of each other are half a timestep apart.
The energy equations 3.4 and 3.5 are progressed implicitly for each cell to find
the updated temperature. This new temperature then updates the pressure through
equation 3.6, which in turn leads to an acceleration, which updates the velocity though
equation 3.2, this velocity then moves the cell walls through equation 3.3. This new
position defines the new density with the mass M held constant. Now that all the fluid
variables are updated, the cycle begins again, terminating at the end of the simulation,
the time limit set by the user.
3.2 ZeusMP
Hydrodynamics underpins a range of physical phenomena from IFE radiation hydro-
dynamics to astrophysics. This physics represents a diverse community and there are
many pre-made, sophisticated codes for solving the hydrodynamics equations.
ZeusMP is our primary hydro-solver[47] and is part of the Zeus family of hydrocodes
which are widely used in the astrophysics community, with the original Zeus paper[48]
being cited over 1,500 times. Zeus has the advantage of being well tested in x−y, R−z
and r − θ geometries which allows flexibility in choosing the appropriate geometry for
the simulation. The version chosen, ZeusMP, is fully 3D and parallelised, scaling to
hundreds of cores, allowing extension of this project to 3D.
ZeusMP, in this thesis, numerically solves the hydrodynamics equations 2.1 on page
38. The numerical methods used are, in general, neither the most up to date nor
the most complex, though simplicity can be helpful for operation, understanding and
extension. This failure to use the most efficient methods requires us to employ greater
computational resources.
Zeus is straight forward to operate and extend and is provided with physics ex-
amples and configuration files for different hardware, which, along with comprehensive
documentation and code comments, reduces the complexity in setting up, running and
modifying Zeus. The specific version we chose, ZeusMP, is fully 3D and parallelised, al-
lowing us to examine 3D phenomena. The simplicity in extension of Zeus has increased
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the physics available through community development through the rapid inclusion of
additional physics.
This discussion of ZeusMP is concerned with the features used in this thesis, includ-
ing details of the ideal hydrodynamics, the shock front handling and the subsequent
computation in ZeusMP in x − y − z 3D and R − z 2D geometries. First, a short his-
tory of ZeusMP and its functionality is introduced in section 3.2.1, the grid scheme and
staggering are then described in section 3.2.2, the differencing scheme is discussed in
section 3.2.3, then the shock front handling through numerical viscosity is introduced
in section 3.2.4, the parallelisation scheme is considered in section 3.2.5, the boundary
conditions are described in section 3.2.6 and finally the geometries are considered in
section 3.2.7. The code verifications are presented in section 3.6, primarily though com-
parison with analytical results but also through comparison with computational results,
this comparison is mainly with Medusa, a hydrocode using a different mathematical
formulation.
ZeusMP has a range of additional physics available and has the capability to include
fairly arbitrary geometries and additional computational capabilities including a sliding
grid which are not used in this project.
3.2.1 A short history
The Zeus family of hydrocodes were written by Stone and Norman at the University
of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, the National Center for Supercomputing[48]. Zeus is
open source, so anyone is free to compile, run and alter the code. An early version is
Zeus2D, a serial 2D hydrocode written in Fortran 77, and Zeus has since been extended,
the version used here, ZeusMP, was developed by the Laboratory for Computational
Astrophysics at the University of California San Diego (UCSD). This ZeusMP is a fully
3D, parallelised hydrocode, scaled to many hundreds of cores for this project. The latest
version appears to be the last supported by UCSD, the code has not been updated by
them since 2007 and the official website was taken down in 2013.
It is likely that Zeus will continue to be used in various forms as the original paper has
been cited 90 times in published literature in the last year, showing considerable current
interest, although the lack of a central website for the parallel version will perhaps cause
the use of Zeus to fall, combined perhaps with competition from more modern codes.
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Figure 3.1: 2D grid staggering for ZeusMP. The density
ρ is centred on the ‘b’ grid, velocity is face centred on the
‘a’ grid in the direction of movement.
3.2.2 Grid construction
Zeus uses a staggered Eulerian mesh with an ‘a’ grid offset by half a grid cell from a ‘b’
grid with the non-vector components, density ρ(x1,b, x2,b, x3,b) and energy (x1,b, x2,b, x3,b),
being cell centred on the ‘b’ grid and the vector components v = (v1, v2, v3) being face
centred on the ‘a’ grid in the direction of the vector v1(x1,a, x2,b, x3,b), v2(x1,b, x2,a, x3,b)
and v3(x1,b, x2,b, x3,a). This is shown in figure 3.1.
This is perhaps physically intuitive, but it is argued by Stone and Norman (1992)[48]
to have two advantages;
The first is that most spatial differences are centred, for example, vectors
which are formed from differencing scalars are in a centred location between
these scalars. Centred differences are formally second-order accurate, as
opposed to the first-order accuracy of forwards or backwards differences.
Second, a staggered mesh reduces the number of interpolations needed for
solving the advection equations (12)-(14) in the transport step. Thus, the
velocities, when centred on zone interfaces, naturally describe the flux of
fluid into or out of a zone.
Stone and Norman then go on to discuss the disadvantages of a staggered mesh. In
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this project we take care with the staggering to find the correct positions of the fluid
variables and velocity. ZeusMP, usually helpfully, outputs all variables on the ‘a’ grid,
giving an average of the adjacent velocity components in the direction of the velocity.
3.2.3 Differencing Schemes
ZeusMP employs a 2nd order spatial differencing scheme through a time-explicit, op-
erator split solution procedure which breaks the solution of the PDEs into parts, with
each part representing a single term in the equations. The steps are broken down into a
source step which physically represents the source and sink terms which are later added
to the advection terms in the transport step.
The source step employs centred differencing using the staggered grid scheme. The
transport step uses the integral form of continuity equations and this allows a conser-
vative differencing scheme that preserves the total quantity of the advected variables to
the computational accuracy for storing and processing real numbers. The interpolation
scheme is van Leer which interpolates adjacent values to the face of the cells.
ZeusMP also employs volume differencing as opposed to line differencing which allows
solutions near the poles in convergent geometries.
3.2.4 Numerical viscosity
To treat shocks numerical viscosity is introduced. In hydrodynamics shocks are con-
sidered as infinitely thin sheets, not available to grid-based hydro solvers, and without
numerical viscosity large non-physical oscillations will appear behind shocks.
Numerical viscosity diffusively spreads the shock front over a number of cells with
the primary implementation in ZeusMP being the 1D von Neumann and Richtmyer[49]
numerical viscosity which results “in the correct entropy jump across shock and the
correct shock propagation velocity”. The multidimensional implementation is the 1D
viscosity in each direction, this is not a rigorous extension but found by Stone and
Norman[48] to be sufficient,
The sole purpose of nonlinear viscosity is to provide the correct jump con-
ditions and shock velocity. In many problems, numerical experiments have
shown that the von Neumann & Richtmyer approach fulfils these goals ad-
equately, even in non-Cartesian geometries.
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Figure 3.2: A spatial domain broken
into octants in a volume based grid-
decomposition. Each colour represents the
data held on a different node.
3.2.5 Parallelisation scheme
ZeusMP, for large grid sizes, runs more quickly with more nodes. This allows computa-
tion of large grids over many nodes which here makes examination of 3D perturbation
growth tractable. This scalability also allows us to use a high resolution in 2D which
we use to explore the effect of quite small perturbation sizes.
ZeusMP uses spatial domain decomposition as its parallelisation scheme, where an
equal sized section of the simulated domain is allocated to each core, and at every time
step each core processes its domain and also sends the data at the domain boundaries
to the cores holding the adjacent domains. The original core of course receives back the
corresponding data. This is not done in the order just described, one task after another,
as some tasks are partially completed then other tasks are begun and completed before
the earlier task is then finished, with the goal of most efficiently using the computational
power and minimising the time it takes to complete the simulation. ZeusMP employs a
1D parallelisation for 1D grids, employs a 2D parallelisation for 2D grids and employs
3D parallelisation for 3D grids which is shown in figure 3.2. The grid on each core has
the same size in the x1, x2 and x3 directions, if the simulation uses those dimensions.
3.2.6 Boundary conditions
The boundary conditions in ZeusMP must be appropriately set depending on the de-
mands of the problem where, for instance, the 2D models for the spherically converging
shocks are run in R − z geometry, which requires a unique z axis boundary condition,
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referred to as ‘axial symmetry’ at R = 0. The other boundary conditions are also set
to be outflow.
The boundary conditions employed are outflow, inflow, reflective, z axis and the
internal grid boundary conditions for multiple core runs, with all of these being described
in more detail in appendix A.2 page 138, including the relevant physical models.
3.2.7 Geometries
ZeusMP employs a covariant formalism for its finite differencing methods that allows
it to solve the equations in a coordinate independent fashion, which lets ZeusMP solve
the difference equations in the orthogonal systems of R− z−φ cylindrical and x− y− z
Cartesian coordinates used in this thesis.
The mathematics for this are straight forwards but long-winded, and are explained
in detail by Stone and Norman. An additional subtly is, in convergent geometries such
as cylindrical, as R→ 0 the grid spacing approaches a singularity which is overcome by
volume differencing instead of line differencing.
3.3 Eulerian initial conditions for spherically converg-
ing shocks
As the infinite, scale invariant and self-similar Guderley solution cannot be transferred
to a computational model with a finite grid, here we construct an appropriate piston
to drive the shock. We first make use of a result by Ribeyre et al. (2011)[46] who
give an approximation of the Guderley solution. This is then applied to the boundary
conditions in Medusa in section 3.3.1, these results then overlay the analytic Guderley
solution within the accuracy of plotting in section 3.6.2, and this serves as a verification
for this piston.
We then use the same 1D spherical boundary conditions to establish the behaviour
of the implosion of a finite thickness spherical shell of fluid which gives us an initial
condition, the ‘piston’, that is easily transferred to other models, as we describe in
section 3.3.1.1. The inner surface of the spherical piston approximates the convergent
shock.
Figures 3.3 show the energy, density and momentum profiles of this initial piston.
These are allowed to evolve, converge, then bounce and finally reflect through the origin
and this is shown in figures 3.4. The symmetric ‘piston’ extends to the 3D model, with
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Figure 3.3: The boundary conditions at initialisation on a 2D Eulerian grid. The
background fluid extends out to 1.5mm in both directions. The green dashed line shows
the position of the shock front, while the arrows show the direction.
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Figure 3.4: The symmetric shock after reflection. The green dashed line shows the
position of the shock front, while the arrows show the direction.
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Figure 3.5: Density slices normal to the y and
z axes of the piston, for the 3D model.
Figure 3.6: Surface plot of the shock
front for the piston in the 3D model.
figure 3.5 showing density slices at initialisation, while figure 3.6 shows the surface of
the shock front. The simulation is launched, and the shock converges.
3.3.1 Moving grid boundary conditions
To construct a boundary condition that reproduces the analytical solution we first make
use of a result by Ribeyre et al.[46] who give an approximation to the velocity of a La-
grangian fluid element following the passage of the spherical shock wave. This boundary
uses a semi-analytical solution, such that the Guderley solution is followed for the entire
of the convergence and reflection of the shock wave, until the outgoing shock crosses the
outer Lagrangian cell. Ribeyre finds the velocity of the outer Lagrangian fluid element
ub(t),
ub(t) =
[
A1
(
t
tc
− A2
)−5
+ A3
(
t
tc
− A4
)2
− A5
]
r0
tc
, (3.9)
Here A1 = −0.17, A2 = 1.195, A3 = 0.025, A4 = 0.4 and A5 = 0.5684. These equations
allow the time of convergence tc to be set and the radius is normalised to r0, the initial
radius. This provides a convenient way to define the outer boundary in a 1D Lagrangian
model, valid until the return shock crosses the boundary.
3.3.1.1 Transferring fluid variables to a fixed grid
ZeusMP is as a fixed grid code and so does not favour initialisation with moving cell
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boundary conditions, which are required for initialisation with the Ribeyre boundary
conditions. To address this, we transfer the evolved properties from Medusa to ZeusMP,
eliminating the need for moving boundaries. To do this we calculate a least squares fit
for the radial profile of variables f(r) in Medusa’s 1D model and this is then applied
to ZeusMP from the shock front position rs, to the position of the outer Lagrangian
element rL,
f(rs ≤ r ≤ rL) =
N∑
n=0
af,nr
n. (3.10)
where af,n is a fitting parameter of order n and we find that a quadratic fit with N = 2
is sufficient to reproduce the analytic Guderley solution in ZeusMP. f represents the
fluid variables, the mass density ρ, the radial velocity vr and the energy density e. Here
r has its usual meaning, the radial co-ordinate, in 2D cylindrical geometries this is
r2 = R2 + z2 and in 3D Cartesian geometries this is r2 = x2 + y2 + z2. The regions in
front of and behind the piston, r < rs and r > rL, are initialised with the background
density ρ(r < rs), ρ(r > rL) = ρ0 and energy (r < rs), (r > rL) = 0, and zero velocity
vr(r < rs), vr(r > rL) = 0.
This fit for density is compared with both ZeusMP and Medusa and is shown in
figure 3.7. This transfer of evolved properties into an Eulerian solver leads to a spherical
piston with two discontinuities, the inner discontinuity forms a shock front while the
outer discontinuity forms a rarefaction front. The Guderley shock solution remains
approximately valid until these fronts pass.
In figure 3.8 we show the evolved profiles of Medusa and ZeusMP closely matching.
There is a numerical artefact behind the shock front, which forms when we initialise
ZeusMP with a sharp shock front, as a shock handled accurately by ZeusMP is spread
out over many cells by numerical viscosity. The artefact is largely stationary and is
not seen to alter the development of the shock. There is also an artefact behind the
rarefaction front, but the shock does not reach this until after the shock reflects and
passes the rarefaction front, and as such does not alter the results of interest.
The accelerating trajectory of the converging shock in Medusa matches the ana-
lytic solution well, as does the shock trajectory of ZeusMP and this is shown in figure
3.21. The density after reflection also matches well until the reflected shock meets the
rarefaction front.
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Figure 3.7: Density profile at t = 0 for
the piston in the 1D Medusa simulations
and the corresponding fit.
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Medusa and ZeusMP in 2D and 3D. The
initial time is that of ZeusMP.
3.3.1.2 Shock front tracking
To the analyse the behaviour of a shock front we must find its location, achieved by
tracking radially outwards from the centre of convergence during convergence to the
increase in density from the background fluid, whereas during reflection the shock is
found at the peak gradient of multiple fluid variables, the definition of a shock, which is
described in section 2.1.1 starting on page 38. This then allows the shock to be found
to within a fraction of a cell. These methods are no longer employed when the shock
front is not single-valued in r − θ − φ which occurs at very high convergence or with
very large, not-centrally collapsing distortions of the shock.
Details of the mathematics are included in appendix A.6 starting on page 147 and
also includes an example of the limits of these techniques.
3.4 Spherical harmonics
Spherical harmonics appear in the analytic perturbation from a spherically converging
shock in section 2.4 starting on page 52 and, from this, as the form of the simulated
perturbations in chapters 5 and 6. In those chapters the shape, density, energy and
momentum of the piston is perturbed using spherical harmonics in 2D and then 3D.
Spherical harmonics also allow us to decompose the shock front into the spherical har-
monic coefficients, which we use to determine perturbation growth and non-linear growth
of additional modes in section 3.5.
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Figure 3.9: Projection of the tesseral har-
monics, with colour indicating the sign.
Figure 3.10: The tesseral harmonics as a
30% perturbation from a sphere.
Spherical harmonics Y ml (θ, φ) in r− θ−φ polar co-ordinates are the analogue of the
complex exponentials in Cartesian co-ordinates, as the spherical harmonics are also a
solution to Laplace’s equation but in spherical coordinates and thus form an orthonormal
basis set.
Spherical harmonics can as such be viewed as fundamental to the physical expression
of a system which is spherical, as are many of models examined here, and these spherical
systems often have behaviours that are most simply described with spherical harmonics.
It is important to note that many real systems will typically exhibit multiple mode
behaviour, not single mode behaviour. This spherical harmonic representation is subject
to limitations as the spherical harmonics do not naturally represent sharp changes and
only represent single valued functions in r − θ − φ, these limitations are analogous to
the limitations of Fourier decomposition in Cartesian coordinates.
Spherical harmonics contain both real and imaginary components, but this is un-
necessary here as hydrodynamics do not generally require imaginary numbers. Instead
we choose the tesseral harmonics, a real expression of the spherical harmonics[50], with
these tesseral harmonics being shown in figure 3.9 and then being shown as perturba-
tions from spherical symmetry in figure 3.10. We note that the central modes are all
azimuthally symmetric, the form used in 2D cylindrical simulations. For these perturba-
tions, progressing from the tip of the triangle in figures 3.9 and 3.10, the zeroth rank is
simply a different sized sphere and the first rank is translations of the sphere in the x, y
and z directions. The second rank is the sphere ‘stretched’ at the tips and ‘squashed’ at
the waist, this is often referred to in IFE in the azimuthally symmetric case as ‘sausage’
and ‘pancake’ modes, depending on the direction of stretching with figure 3.10 showing
the ‘sausage’ configuration. The third rank is then the breaking of left-right symmetry
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along the various axes.
Although this symmetry breaking continues to the higher ranks, each harmonic
breaking another symmetry axis, and they increasingly appear as wobbles on the surface
of a sphere.
In tesseral harmonics the polar number l = 0, 1, 2, ..., shown as the layers from the tip
of triangle backwards in figures 3.9 and 3.10, represents changes in the polar direction
θ and similarly the azimuthal mode number m = −l,−(l− 1), ..., 0, ..., l− 1, l represents
changes in the azimuthal direction φ.
The mathematical form of the tesseral harmonics is
Y`,m =

√
2N(`,m)P
m
` (cos θ) cosmφ, if m > 0,
Y 0` , if m = 0,√
2N(`,|m|)P
|m|
` (cos θ) sin |m|φ, if m < 0.
(3.11)
The calculation of Pml (θ), the associated Legendre polynomial, is discussed in Appendix
A.4 starting on page 146. The normalisation N(l,m),
N(l,m) ≡
√
2l + 1
4pi
(l −m)!
(l +m)!
, (3.12)
is such that the integral over θ and φ returns the Kronecker delta δn o, the orthogonality
condition of the tesseral harmonics as an orthonormal basis set,
2pi∫
0
pi∫
0
Yl,m(θ, φ)Yl′,m′(θ, φ) sin θ dθ dφ = δmm′δl l′ .
A well-behaved function f(θ, φ) can be defined as a sum over tesseral harmonics,
f(θ, φ) =
∞∑
l=0
l∑
m=−l
Yl,m(θ, φ)αl,m. (3.13)
Here αl,m is the coefficient corresponding to the tesseral harmonic defined by m and l.
Any specific coefficient can be extracted using the orthogonality of tesseral harmonics
by multiplying by the tesseral harmonic Yl,′m′ of desired mode l′,m′ and integrating over
the entire surface,
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2pi∫
0
pi∫
0
f(θ, φ)Yl′,m′(θ, φ) sin θ dθ dφ =
∞∑
l=0
l∑
m=−l
αl,m
2pi∫
0
pi∫
0
Yl,m(θ, φ)Yl′,m′(θ, φ) sin θ dθ dφ,
= αl′,m′ . (3.14)
Some results presented are in 2D with cylindrical symmetry which removes the
dependence on φ ≡ 0 and the corresponding mode number m ≡ 0, these functions
then become dependent on θ only, f(θ, φ ≡ 0) → f(θ). This azimuthal symmetry
simplifies the tesseral harmonics and also simplifies the orthogonality conditions and
decomposition.
3.4.1 Decomposition on a spherical grid
Equation 3.11 is applied to a discretised θ, φ grid and we seek constant spatial spacing
such that the spherical and Cartesian grid match as closely as reasonably possible. This
results in a non-rectangular grid and we take care as this is not the typical case in
computation, with the details of the discretisation being presented in appendix A.5
starting on page 147.
We discretise equation 3.14 over this carefully constructed grid,
αl,m = 2pi
pi/∆θ∑
n=0
2pi/∆φn∑
o=0
f(θn, φo)Yl,m(θn, φo) sin θn ∆θ∆φn,
this simple linear scheme is appropriate as αl,m is not calculated from previous values.
3.4.2 Pl,m notation for 3D perturbations
In much of IFE the simulations are conducted in 2D cylindrical geometry and thus
are azimuthally symmetric. In this cylindrical geometry the Legendre polynomials
Pl(cos(θ)) = P
m=0
l (cos(θ)) also form an orthogonal basis set, with these azimuthally
symmetric configurations being regularly referred to with the notation Pl for Legendre
mode l. This convention is extended to 3D and, when considering 3D perturbations,
Pl,m is often used, but with the added complication that Pl,m 6= Yl,m, Pl,m 6= Pml . Typi-
cally in IFE Pl,m preserves the Pl shape and adds m crests and troughs equally spread
out around the azimuth, but this definition does vary from researcher to researcher.
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We do use this convention in this thesis.
3.5 Perturbation size
Relative perturbation size δr/r is introduced in section 2.4 starting on page 52 and
the time varying features of this perturbation size, referred to as ‘perturbation growth’
is a central consideration in this thesis. Here we examine the different methods for
computationally defining and finding δr/r.
This comparison of techniques for examining perturbation size uses an initial spatial
perturbation of the shock front shown in figure 3.11 and the position of the shock is found
using the techniques detailed in section 3.3.1.2 starting on page 68. This gives us the
spatial position of the shock front and combined these allow us to examine perturbation
size.
Figure 3.12 shows a comparison of two of the definitions of perturbation size with
∆rabs as the difference between the maximum and minimum shock front position, while
∆rpeaks is the difference between adjacent crest and trough positions. The choice of the
particular pair is arbitrary but we usually chose a pair that are as far from the poles as is
available, as poles can exhibit large size behaviours before the bulk of the perturbations.
The final definition used here is ∆rdecomp, an example of this shown in appendix A.7
starting on page 150.
Spatial perturbations are applied to the piston by modifying equation 3.10 on page
67, the method for transferring the fluid variables, such that the spatial co-ordinate
r → rl(θ),
rl(θ) = r0(1 + Yl(θ)/N), (3.15)
where  is the chosen size of perturbation, Yl(θ)/N is the azimuthally symmetric tesseral
harmonic of mode number l, rescaled such that the poles are at ±1. At initialisation
this perturbation shape is defined by the spherical harmonic of mode l = 16 and the
initial size is  = δrdecomp,0/r0 = 0.1.
3.5.1 Absolute size
The first method for finding the perturbation size is the absolute spread, which we define
here as half the ratio of difference between the minimum and maximum radius of the
shock front Rmax −Rmin and the average shock front radius Rav,
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Figure 3.11: Density of the
spatially perturbed piston
at initialisation. The green
dashed line shows the shock
front while the arrows show
the direction of movement.
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Figure 3.12: ∆rabs, the difference between
the maximum and minimum shock front
position, and ∆rpeaks, the difference be-
tween adjacent crest and trough positions.
δr
r
∣∣∣∣
abs
=
Rmax −Rmin
2Rav
.
This method provides less information about the detailed behaviour of the perturba-
tions, but has simplicity and ease of computation.
3.5.2 Peak tracking
The second method for finding the perturbation size is the ratio of the distance between
the adjacent crest Ri and trough Ri+1 of the perturbed shock front and Rav,
δr
r
∣∣∣∣
peaks
=
Ri −Ri+1
2Rav
,
where i indicates the ith crest or trough, while i = 0, 1, 2, ..., l + 1, i = 0 indicates the
crest or trough at the pole at θ = 0 and i = l+ 1 the pole at θ = pi. Figure 3.13b shows
a more sensible example of Rj being found through a parabolic least squares fit, while
figure 3.13a shows an example of the technique working when intuitively one would
perhaps think it should not.
The position of the shock front is not always clearly defined, with significant noise on
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Figure 3.13: Shock front radius with angle, and parabolic fits to find the crests and the
troughs.
the position, and the peaks oscillate so that midway through the oscillation the shock is
spherical and the crests and troughs are not present. To address this, it is assumed that
the crests/troughs stay at broadly the same angular position throughout convergence,
as observed in the simulations, and that the crests/troughs are found in this region, the
region of the fit parabola. Figure 3.13 shows two examples of finding these crests and
troughs.
This technique can be used in the 2D R − θ simulations but not 3D x − y − z as
the additional axis for fitting in 3D complicates this process with the requirement for
fitting plane instead of a line. Coupled with other methods for finding the perturbation
size transferring successfully, this difficulty leads us to use the other two methods.
Additionally, the significant additional effect in 3D, of non-axial collapse, deliberately
shifts shock front position, moving the peaks, introducing further complications with
implementing this technique.
3.5.3 Decomposition
The third method for finding the perturbation size involves the decomposition of the
radial position of the shock front into its spherical harmonic components, the precise
spherical analogue of Fourier decomposition, which allows us to define perturbation size
δr
r
∣∣∣∣
decomp
=
Nl,m
N0,0
αl,m
α0,0
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as proportional to the ratio of αl,m and α0,0, where αl,m and α0,0 are the tesseral harmonic
components, found using equation 3.14, corresponding to modes l and m the initialised
perturbation modes and corresponding to modes l = 0 and m = 0 proportional to the
unperturbed radial position. Also, Nl,m is the normalisation factor found using equation
3.12. In general, a single-valued, smoothly varying shock front r(θ, φ) in spherical co-
ordinates can be expressed as function of its tesseral harmonic components,
r(θ, φ) =
∞∑
l=0
m=l∑
m=−l
αl,mYl,m.
For small, single mode perturbations of modes l, m, αl,m >> αl′,m′ , l′ 6= l, m′ 6= m,
l > 0, |m| < l and the shock front radius then reduces to
r(θ, φ) = α0,0Y0,0 + αl,mYl,m.
Here α0,0Y0,0 represents the underlying shock position and αl,mYl,m the perturbation
from that. Once the size of the perturbation becomes sufficiently large, additional
modes αl′,m′Yl′,m′ , with l′,m′ 6= l,m, will grow and the behaviour becomes non-linear,
being also defined by these additional modes.
In section 3.4 we discussed the physical interpretation of these tesseral harmonics.
For instance, perturbations with mode l = 2 present at collapse implies the shock has
not collapsed to a central point, and are observed in appendix B.3 starting on page 154.
3.5.4 Equivalence of the techniques
If we assume a small perturbation initialised with a tesseral harmonic, in line with the
linear solution described by equation 2.11 and introduced in section 2.4.1 starting on
page 53, the behaviour of the peak tracking and decomposition methods are simply
related to each other,
δr
r
∣∣∣∣
peaks
∝ δr
r
∣∣∣∣
decomp
.
This is valid if αl,m is the largest mode, which is typically true until the perturbation
size is large or the convergence is high, when additional modes grow to comparable size.
We show this in figures 3.14 where the perturbation is initialised with modes l,m = 8, 0,
with this decomposition coefficient initially following the peak tracking closely and only
diverging at high convergence. Additionally, it is more difficult to track the shock front
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Figure 3.14: Perturbation amplitude with average shock front radius found using peak
tracking and Legendre decomposition. The Legendre decomposition is rescaled to match
the initial value of the peak tracking.
at high convergence as there are only a few cells over which to find and fit the parabola.
The absolute perturbation size is also simply related to the absolute value of the
decomposition perturbation size and the peak tracking perturbation size with some loss
of information, ∣∣∣∣δrr
∣∣∣∣
peaks
∝
∣∣∣∣δrr
∣∣∣∣
decomp
∝ δr
r
∣∣∣∣
abs
.
This is valid with a perturbation of a single mode l,m and if this perturbation is small.
In figure 3.15 we show this limited equivalence and the additional sensitivity to noise of
the absolute perturbation size. This additional noise is due to small number of poorly
found shock positions at high convergence causing this measure to vary significantly.
3.5.5 Decomposition normalisation factor in 2D
The general spatial perturbation from equation 3.15 on page 72 requires a normalisation
factor N = dYl,m(θ, φ)e for the proportionality between the different tracking methods
above. For m 6= 0 this has no simple form and is found numerically at initialisation of
the fluid model, at the same time as the perturbation shape is calculated. For the other
cases with m = 0 there is a simple analytic form found by combining equations 3.11
and 3.12 from page 70 and setting m = 0,
N = dYl(θ)e =
√
2l + 1
4pi
dPl(cos(θ))e =
√
2l + 1
4pi
.
The azimuthally symmetric associated Legendre polynomials Pl(x) = Pm=0l (x) all have
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Figure 3.15: Perturbation amplitude with average shock front radius found using the
minimum and maximum shock front radius, peak tracking and Legendre decomposition.
The Legendre decomposition and absolute size are rescaled to match the initial value of
the peak tracking.
a maximum of 1, dPl(x)e = 1. Relating the physical perturbation size to the tesseral
harmonic decomposition coefficient for the linear, the 2D case is then simple. We do
this by taking a sphere initialised with a perturbation of mode l and size ,
r = r0
(
1 + 
Yl
N
)
,
and simplifying the decomposition equation 3.13 page 70 with m = 0,
r(θ) =
∞∑
l
αlYl(θ).
The decomposition coefficients then have a simple, analytic relationship to the linear
perturbation at initialisation,
r0 = α0Y0,
 = αlN.
We then find a simple relationship in the linear case for the proportionality of physical
2D perturbation size and the decomposition coefficients,
δr
r
=

r0
=
αlN
α0Y0
=
αl
α0
1√
2l + 1
.
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Hence, when presenting the spectral decomposition coefficients αl in the 2D case we
choose the units as 1/(α0
√
2l + 1) to retain this simple equivalence to perturbation size.
3.6 Verifications
The results from ZeusMP are tested against analytical predictions and ZeusMP reliably
reproduces the regions of interest. Grid imprint is found when using Cartesian grids to
simulate spherical phenomena that collapse to a small region and then expand and with
careful initialisation this can be limited to the fluid behind the outgoing shock, with
the size of the distorted regions minimised. These successes give confidence in the use
of ZeusMP to examine the behaviour of asymmetries on shocks.
There is a need to verify, where possible, the solutions produced by computational
models as the process of discretisation of equations using infinitesimal calculus adds
errors, as does imposing a mesh. These errors can be shown to not effect the conclusions
by showing the results that inform these conclusions are ‘grid converged’, in the sense
that our conclusions are unchanged if the resolution of the mesh is doubled.
Even with an appropriate resolution, discretisation and a well constructed mesh if
we use these computational tools for models not planned for by the tools’ authors the
simulations may produce non-physical solutions. This is particularly applicable to this
thesis, as the collapse of a spherical shock to a small central region of comparable grid
spacing to the shock circumference and subsequent reflection must be shown produce
physical results, not necessarily the case on ZeusMP’s rectangular Cartesian grid.
To verify the results of these computational models we compare the models with
known analytic solutions. Successful reproduction of the analytic results, within the
limits of the models, provides confidence that the code is correctly solving the original
equations.
The first verification, the Richtmyer-Meshkov instability (RMI) has a strong shock
colliding with a perturbed interface, the perturbation growth on the shock and interface
interacting. We then verify that the ‘piston’, constructed in section 3.3, reproduces the
Guderley solution for strong, spherically converging shocks through bounce at the centre
of collapse and subsequent reflection, as we intend in the construction of the piston. We
examine this in some detail as this piston is the basis for the analysis of asymmetries
to spherically converging shocks. This shock front successfully reproduces the analytic
solution with very little deviation from the spherical behaviour of the shock. This is
in contrast to the fluid behind the shock after reflection, which is subject to some non-
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physical distortion from the grid, but significantly less than for the Noh shock tube,
a verification we describe in appendix A.3.2 starting on page 142. The verification
closest to our novel results, the growth of small perturbations on the shock front during
convergence, matches the analytic linear solution closely.
Two additional verifications are provided in the appendix A.3 starting on page 140,
firstly the Sod shock tube which confirms the 1D simulation of hydrodynamic waves, and
secondly the Noh shock tube which broadly confirms the behaviour of strong, spherically
diverging shocks on Cartesian meshes with significant grid imprint. This case highlights
that care must be taken when simulating spherical shocks on these meshes.
The piston construction in section 3.3 also provides a weaker form of verification,
namely that ZeusMP and Medusa produce the same results while using different math-
ematical forms of the hydrodynamic equations, with different grid constructions and
different integration schemes which provides confidence in both codes.
These successes, most significantly in reproducing the Guderley solution and the lin-
ear perturbation growth, give confidence in the use of ZeusMP to examine the behaviour
of asymmetries on shock fronts.
3.6.1 Richtmyer-Meshkov instability
We reproduce the results of Brouillette (2002)[38] simulation of the Richtmyer-Meshkov
instability (RMI) for illustration of shock finding, perturbation analysis and code vali-
dation. 1
RMI occurs as a shock strikes a perturbed density discontinuities. The initial shock
front collides with this perturbed density discontinuity, or ‘interface’, and the shock
bifurcates at this collision, with one shock being transmitted into the high density fluid
and with the other shock being reflected into the low density fluid. We show this
perturbed density interface with a shock moving towards it in figure 3.16. RMI occurs
as the interface is accelerated by the shock front and the perturbation on the interface
grows with ‘bubbles’ of the low density fluid protruding into the high density fluid, while
‘spikes’ of the high density fluid move into the low density fluid. The RMI growth rate
increases then slows, with the initial most rapid growth partially stabilised by the onset
of the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability (KHI) on the interface, this KHI growing due to the
shear between the flow of bubbles and spikes which can be seen in figure 3.17.
The transmitted shock initially takes on the shape of the perturbation and then
1This section is, in a reduced form, part of our paper[37] and has been reproduced with the per-
mission of the rights holder, AIP Publishing LLC.
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Figure 3.16: Initial conditions for the
Richtmyer-Meshkov instability. The ar-
row indicates the movement of the shock
front at y ≈ 2.4cm, colliding with the per-
turbed interface at y = 0, t = 0.
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Figure 3.17: Late time behaviour of the
Richtmyer-Meshkov instability on the in-
terface between the regions of different
density. The vortices indicate the onset of
Kelvin-Helmholtz instability on interface.
stabilises, the size of this perturbation decaying. The perturbation size is supported by
sonic pressure waves transmitted between the interface and the shocks[36], diminishing
less rapidly than a shock front perturbation alone. The amplitude of this perturbed
transmitted shock front over the simulation time is shown in figure 3.18.
To verify the behaviour of this instability the amplitudes and growth rates of both
the shock front and interface are found. The initial shock has Mach number Ms = 1.2,
amplitude size η0 = 0.24cm, wavelength λ = 3.75cm, and the initial densities either side
of the interface are of air and SF6 at atmospheric pressure.
The interfacial growth rate is shown in figure 3.19 and is in close agreement with
results presented by Brouillette (2002)[38], specifically figure 6 (right), with the position
of the initial peaks and the final growth rate matching closely. Since we are reproducing
an earlier calculation these parameters do not match SI but can be Euler scaled to more
relevant conditions.
The size of perturbations on the shock front oscillate and decay, shocks being gen-
erally stable. The perturbations on the interface grow monotonically, with the growth
rate decreasing with time.
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Figure 3.19: Growth rate of the interfa-
cial Richtmyer-Meshkov instability.
3.6.2 Strong spherically converging shock
We make use of the analytic result for a strong, spherically converging shock, described
in section 2.1.2 starting on page 39, and the piston to drive this shock, described in
section 3.3 starting on page 64. These, in general, successfully match the analytic
solution and most crucially very closely match the shock behaviour. Some grid imprint
is found in the fluid behind the shock.
This model is examined in some detail, it is important to do so as this piston is
used to examine asymmetry behaviour in chapter 5 starting on page 95 and chapter 6
starting on page 119. As such, it is necessary that this piston produces valid results
within the limitations of the system.
3.6.2.1 Comparison to the Guderley solution
We show the density profile at a fixed radial point in figure 3.20 closely matching the
solution found by Goldman[25] shown in figure 2.2 on page 41. In this case the simulated
reflected shock front arrives at the correct time but does not quite reach the correct
density.
Figure 3.21 shows that the simulated shock trajectory overlays the Guderley solution
within the accuracy of plotting. The Guderley solution, equation 2.7 on page 40, has the
time and radial coordinate rescaled to the units of the simulation, such that t = (t′+1)tc,
r = r0r
′, where r′ and t′ are the radius and time found by Guderley, r0 is the initial
radius and tc is the time of convergence. The simulation diverges from the analytic
solution once the shock passes the rarefaction front, an artefact of a finite piston on a
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Figure 3.20: Medusa density profile with
time at a fixed radius, time rescaled with
shock convergence tc and ingoing shock ar-
rival ts. The horizontal line shows the ana-
lytic density peak, the vertical the analytic
arrival of the reflected shock, t = 1.59.
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Figure 3.21: Medusa in 1D and ZeusMP
in 2D and 3D compared to the rescaled
analytic solution. The simulations diverge
from the analytic solution after moving
into the rarefied fluid.
fixed grid, which we consider in further detail in appendix B.4 starting on page 158.
3.6.2.2 Grid imprint
We implement the ‘piston’ that we constructed in section 3.3 starting on page 64 on
the 2D cylindrical R-z and on the 3D Cartesian x-y-z grids. We examine the effect of
simulating this spherically collapsing and reflecting system in these rectilinear grids,
primarily concerned with grid imprint.
Grid imprint occurs here a consequence of using rectilinear grids to model spherical
behaviour. The model non-physically acquires the characteristics of the grid, which is
also seen for the Noh shock tube in appendix A.3.2 starting on page 142. The spherical
model used in this thesis may be susceptible to these errors; the converging then reflected
shock, at bounce, confines the spherical shock to a small region of a few grid cells and the
information about the spherical behaviour may be lost, the simulation instead acquiring
the shape of the grid.
Figure 3.22a shows the ‘hatch’ at the origin for the reflected shock, which is charac-
teristic of grid imprint. Figures 3.22b and 3.22c show the effect of doubling the resolution
where in both cases, the width of the extremely low-density central hatch is a single
cell. Fortunately, this has little effect on the reflected shock as the additional modes are
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(a) The reflected shock.
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(b) Zoomed to the grid im-
print, original resolution.
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Figure 3.22: The grid imprint on the density profile at different resolutions, for a
reflected shock with a spherically symmetric initialisation.
minimal, as we show in figure 3.23, for the vast majority of the implosion, the largest
mode non-physical mode is around one percent of the symmetric radius, in contrast to
the true solution which would be purely symmetric. The largest perturbations are the
l = 2 and l = 4 modes which lie in line with the grid. This is expected as any acquisition
of the rectilinear grid shape would lie in line with the grid, as does the ‘hatching’.
The 3D case maintains these behaviour to 3D and in figure 3.25 we show comparable
asymmetric mode growth to the 2D case of figure 3.23. Here figure 3.24 shows similar
grid imprint to the 2D case in figure 3.22.
At collapse, the size of the l = 4 mode briefly approaches 9% of the symmetric
radius. This large size is unsurprising as near the point of collapse of the shock grid
spacing becomes comparable to the shock radius and after this the shock recovers its
symmetric configuration. This peak mode size decreases with increasing resolution,
providing confidence in the simulation solution.
In general any results that rely on the behaviour of the shock very close to the
shock collapse will not be used in this thesis. This effect, that the symmetric shock
retains its spherical behaviour through collapse, bounce and subsequent reflection gives
us confidence in much of the work that could be non-physically altered with grid imprint.
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Figure 3.23: Mode decomposition of
the 2D symmetric implosion. The green
dashed line shows the time of collapse.
Figure 3.24: Density slices through
the centre of the symmetric ‘piston’ af-
ter shock reflection, showing the grid im-
print behind the shock.
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Figure 3.26: Density slices, normal to the
axes, of the initial piston in 3D octant-
symmetric geometry.
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Figure 3.27: Shock front trajectory, aver-
age radius r at time t for the full 3D sim-
ulation and octant symmetry. The green
dashed line shows the time of collapse.
3.6.2.3 Octant Symmetry
We transfer the piston in the 3D x-y-z geometry to a simulation domain symmetric
along each axis, such that each axis runs from the centre of collapse to the positive
bound of simulation domain, only simulating 1 octant of the solution, referred to as
‘octant symmetry’. This employs the reflective boundary conditions of ZeusMP to
increase the available resolution in 3D at the cost of artificially increased stability[13],
allowing the exploration of higher resolution effects. This reproduces the symmetric
conditions during convergence but introduces significant errors approaching collapse,
and to a lesser extent carries these errors through reflection. This configuration thus
allows simulations of higher resolution behaviours for a short time after initialisation,
at low shock convergences.
3D simulations are significantly more expensive than 2D, but many physical phe-
nomena are only properly captured in 3D. Some 3D systems can be simulated at higher
resolution by exploiting this octant-symmetry which requires reflective up-down sym-
metry along one full axis, and 4-fold symmetry along the other 2. This configuration
will be less stable than 2D, but more stable than full 3D as introducing symmetries
typically increases stability.
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ZeusMP is run with our piston model in the 3D x-y-z geometry using octant symme-
try and we show the density profile normal to the 3 axes in figure 3.26, with figure 3.27
then showing that the spherical behaviour of the shock front trajectory is maintained.
Figure 3.28 shows significant growth of additional non-physical modes, primarily along
the axes of symmetry corresponding to modes l,m = 4, 4 and modes l,m = 4, 0 and
the doubling of these corresponding to modes l,m = 8, 8 and modes l,m = 8, 0. Figure
3.29 shows the growth of a significant asymmetry corresponding to modes l,m = 2, 0
which implies the shock is stretched and does not converging centrally, with this asym-
metry reaching 10% of the symmetric radius near convergence. In comparison to the
non-spherical modes in the full simulation in figure 3.25, the maximum size of these
modes are doubled in the octant case and are primarily in the l = 4 direction, as in 2D.
The l = 2 modes, which represent non-central shock collapse, are not present.
Additional errors from boundaries are consistent with the earlier errors in planar
geometry, for instance in section 3.6.1 where we modelled RMI, the simulation domain
was extended to 2 wavelengths to stop these boundary errors impinging on the central
growth. It is perhaps surprising that the shock reflects intact at all, as the shock collapses
to the corner of the simulation grid and impinges on all 3 reflective boundaries, and is,
at once, susceptible to boundary artefacts from 3 directions.
These errors and non-spherical modes mean we can to only exploit octant symme-
try to examine low-convergence, small-size behaviours and not follow these through
reflection.
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time of collapse.
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Chapter 4
2D Planar Shocks
We examine 2D planar shocks moving through perturbations in background material.
This is motivated by the late ‘ignition’ shock in SI allowing additional time for pertur-
bations to evolve and grow.1 We first reproduce the results of Chevalier (1976)[33] in
section 4.1.1 showing that shocks moving up and down density gradients increase and re-
duce stability respectively. Shocks are then driven through density modulations normal
to the shock in section 4.1.2, with these shocks adopting the profile of the modulation
initially, but quickly stabilising effects act against this distortion with the perturbation
size reaching a limit. The shock later stabilises after leaving the distorted region.
The underpinning symmetric planar shock is described in section 2.1.1 starting on
page 38 which reproduces the analytic results. In this chapter the shock fronts are found
using the methods outlined in section 3.3.1.2 starting on page 68 and the perturbation
size and growth are examined using the techniques described in section 3.5 starting on
page 72. In this chapter we uses the absolute size of the perturbation.
Planar shocks are chosen for simplicity as they can be readily initialised and the
results understood and interpreted.
4.1 Background density variations with 2D planar
shocks
Perturbed material behind a strong shock is of special interest for shock ignition as
the strong, late-time ‘ignition’ shock, unique to SI, travels through ablated material,
in the wake of a Rayleigh-Taylor unstable configuration[4]. The late time of the final
1This section is, in a reduced form, part of our paper[37] and has been reproduced with the per-
mission of the rights holder, AIP Publishing LLC.
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shock allows the instabilities in the ablated material additional time to evolve and grow,
further seeding RTI growth in the hotspot. These density structures produced by RTI
are largely aligned with the flow direction.
This shock must thus traverse a larger distance through the rising density gradient
of ablated material, from the critical density to the density of the assembled capsule.
Material perturbations will lead to locally varying, perhaps negative, density gradients
and these density gradients will alter the shock propagation speed and perturbation
growth rates.
To examine the behaviour of shock fronts in the presence of background perturba-
tions, we perturb the density profile in front of a planar shock.
4.1.1 Background density slope
Shocks in uniform media with well-behaved equations of state are known to be stable.
However, shocks going up and down density gradients can be subject to refraction for
non-normal incidence and stability is also changed. In SI, the need for the compression
and ignition shocks to interact to heat the fuel for ignition requires that the shock be
transmitted intact and hence we examine density jumps small enough that the shock is
transmitted, as sufficiently large density increases cause the shock front to reflect and a
rarefaction wave to be transmitted, while sufficiently large density decreases cause the
shock front to become a rarefaction wave[51]. We choose an exponential slope for the
density gradient to preserve the self-similarity of the shocks in line with the results of
Chevalier (1976)[33].
Figure 4.1 shows the initial density profile of the simulation, with this shock ini-
tialised with Mach number M = 12, to visibly show the change in stability, and the
perturbation is sinusoidal with initial amplitude 2.4×10−5cm. We then introduce a
density ramp in front of the shock front of the form
ρ(x > 0) = ρ0e
x/xρ , ρ(x < 0) = ρ0. (4.1)
The shock is launched at x = −x0, travelling towards x = 0 with the density gradient
being either positive or negative depending on the sign of the scale length xρ. The
background density is initialised as ρ0 = 1.0g/cc and x0 = 1.9 × 10−3cm and the scale
length xρ = ±1.3× 10−3cm for positive and negative gradients respectively.
Figure 4.2 shows the change in growth rate due to density gradients. Shocks moving
down sufficiently negative density gradients are less stable, due to the crests of the
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Figure 4.1: Initialised density ramp along
a single y line, with a negative gradient
and scale length xρ = 1.3× 10−3cm, equa-
tion 4.1. The position of the shock front
varies sinusoidally with y.
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Figure 4.2: RMS amplitude of a shock
front perturbation. Shocks moving up
positive density gradients are more stable,
shocks moving down negative density gra-
dients less so.
perturbations moving through lower density regions ahead of the rest of the shock and
thus accelerating ahead and enhancing the perturbation. Counter to this, shocks moving
up positive density gradients decelerate, increasing their stability as the crests of the
perturbation, being ahead of the rest of the shock, move through higher density regions
and thus decelerate first, further decreasing the perturbation size[34].
4.1.2 Background density modulation
To examine this behaviour of shocks moving through perturbed material, we initialise
a shock of Mach number M = 4 moving through a background density of ρ = 1g/cc
towards density modulations normal to the shock front, as we show in figure 4.3. This
is an idealised situation related to RTI where these density tracks represent the the the
bubbles and spikes in RTI leaving adjacent tracks of modulated density material during
RTI growth, and here we exaggerate these perturbations for maximum effect.
The region of the shock front that first strikes the low density fluid accelerates ahead
of the shock front moving through the high density region. This difference in position
quickly saturates and reaches a stable limit, as we show in figure 4.4.
This surprising result is a hydrodynamic effect as the regions of different density
are shock accelerated to different velocities, the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability forms on
the interface between these regions, redirecting the flow of fluid and, in the case of
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Figure 4.3: Initial conditions of the back-
ground density modulation. The arrow in-
dicates direction of movement of the shock
front at y = 0, moving towards the mod-
ulated fluid.
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Figure 4.4: Shock front moving through
the modulated fluid. The arrow indicates
direction of movement of the shock front.
The onset of the vortex is a result of
sheared flow due to pressure and density
gradients behind the shock.
square modulation of the interfaces, secondary shocks form behind the shock front.
Additionally, the stability of perturbed shock fronts, described in section 3.6.1 starting
on page 79, acts against continued growth by increasing the velocity of convex troughs
and by reducing the velocity of concave crests.
This stable limit varies strongly with the depth of the density modulation, as we show
in figure 4.5, and this stable limit varies weakly with shape. The steady perturbation
size ∆y = dyse − bysc is almost directly proportional to ∆ρ/ρ = (dρmode − bρmodc) /ρ0,
where ys is the position of the shock front, ρmod is the modulated density profile and ρ0
is the background density. ∆y is given in units of wavelength of the perturbation λ as
this should be subject to appropriate Euler scaling for a given shock strength.
Once the shock front leaves the perturbed fluid, the perturbations oscillate and decay
while the fluid behind the shock remains significantly perturbed. This is in analogy with
the shock fronts in RMI, where the density interface, once accelerated by the shock, is
unstable but the shocks themselves stabilise.
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Chapter 5
2D Spherical Shocks
We add 2D asymmetries to the piston that drives spherically converging shocks through
reflection, constructed in section 3.3 starting on page 64.1 These asymmetries are moti-
vated by symmetry issues unique to or more extreme in shock ignition than other forms
of IFE.
We add background perturbations in section 5.1, representing the more extreme
evolved material perturbations in SI, and find the converging shock broadly conforms
to the shape of these perturbations, as expected from the planar case, section 4.1.
The piston shape is perturbed in section 5.2, bounce and subsequent reflection, the
importance of this reflected ‘compression’ shock is unique to SI2. These perturbations
are broadly similar in shape and size after reflection, a surprising result in the context of
previous literature. The piston pressure profile is then perturbed in section 5.3, related
to varying driver energy in IFE. The evolved shock front shape reflects the profile of the
initial pressure perturbation, growing to the same perturbation size limit found with
spatial perturbations.
The primary method for finding the proportional size of the perturbation δr/r in-
volves decomposing the shock front position into its spherical harmonic coefficients, the
spherical analogy of Fourier decomposition, which we described in section 3.5 starting
on page 72.
1This section is, in a reduced form, part of our papers[37, 52] and has been reproduced with the
permission of the rights holders, AIP Publishing LLC and The American Physical Society, respectively.
2Reflected compression shocks occur in conventional ignition targets and contribute to the heating
of these targets, but their shape has not been examined in published literature, perhaps not considered
as important.
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5.1 Perturbed background
Shocks driven through a perturbed background are more significant in shock ignition
than in conventional IFE as the final ‘ignition’ shock arrives much later, allowing addi-
tional time for perturbation growth in the imploding material.
We examine a converging shock moving through non-uniform background, in 2D,
initialising the spherically converging piston and simultaneously perturbing the back-
ground density around the centre of convergence. The piston is in the spherically sym-
metric configuration constructed in section 3.3 starting on page 64. The density ρ(R, z)
is perturbed with an elongated Gaussian profile around the centre of collapse in order
to deliberately destroy the spherical collapse,
ρ(R, z) =
(
1 + ∆ρe
−
(
r′(R,z)
rρ
)2)
ρ0, r < rs, (5.1)
r′(R, z) =

√
R2 + (z −∆z)2, z > ∆z,
R, ∆z > z > −∆z,√
R2 + (z + ∆z)2, −∆z > z,
(5.2)
where ∆ρ describes the peak of the density perturbation, rρ the width of the perturbation
and ∆z the z elongation of the perturbation.
This background perturbation and subsequent behaviour is shown in figure 5.1 where
the region of the shock that first strikes the density ramp converges less rapidly and
the rest of the shock accelerates ahead, until it too hits the density ramp, similarly
reducing the acceleration. The shock front thus conforms to the shape of the density
perturbation.
Broadly, shock fronts conform to the shape of a distorted background with increas-
ing density and this behaviour is will be seen in the converging ‘ignition’ shock. The
counter to this, that shocks travelling down distortions with decreasing density will form
counter to the shape of the background, could perhaps be a source of instability in SI as
approaching collision, the reflected ‘compression’ and converging ‘ignition’ shocks will
be travelling towards the same point but in opposite directions and as such will have
opposite density gradients.
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Figure 5.1: Density profile of a shock front, highlighted with the green dashed lines
and direction shown with arrows, converging on a perturbed background described by
equation 5.1, with ∆ρ = 10, ∆z = 0.12ri, rρ = 0.2ri and ri the initial radius of the
shock front.
5.2 Spatial Perturbations
Here we study an idealised problem relating to the ‘compression’ shock, namely the
behaviour of finite amplitude perturbations on a converging shock wave and follow
this shock through convergence, reflection at its minimum radius and then into the
expansion phase. This approximates the behaviour of the ‘compression’ shock in shock
ignition where these spatial perturbations on shock fronts correspond to certain types
of variation from symmetry, for example shock fronts passing over surface roughness of
an inertial fusion target.
Previous work has established that during convergence the shock is unstable to
perturbations on its surface[11, 12], and that during the subsequent blast wave the
perturbations are likely to decay[53]. In this section we show that the perturbations
are transferred with little change through convergence into expansion, recovering their
approximate ingoing form at the same radius. This ability of the spherical shock waves
to recover their ingoing form is at the root of the robustness of shock ignition.
Spatial perturbations are applied to the piston by modifying equation 3.10 on page
67, the method for transferring the fluid variables, such that the spatial co-ordinate
r → rl(θ),
rl(θ) = r0(1 + Yl(θ)/N), (5.3)
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Figure 5.2: Density of the
spatially perturbed piston
at initialisation. The green
dashed line shows the shock
front while the arrows show
the direction of movement.
where  is the chosen size of perturbation, Yl(θ)/N is the azimuthally symmetric tesseral
harmonic of mode number l, rescaled such that the poles are at ±1. Figure 5.2 shows a
spatial perturbation with l = 16 and  = 0.1, exaggerated to be visible.
As the shock front converges the average shock front radius and velocity is robust
against a range of perturbation sizes, as we show in figure 5.3. For these initial pertur-
bation amplitudes the converging and reflected shock fronts closely track the symmetric
simulation. While the largest perturbations initially diverge from the symmetric solution
it does recover, subsequently tracking the behaviours of a spherical shock.
In figure 5.4 we show the evolution of perturbed amplitudes in the simulations com-
pared to the analytic solution found by K. Evans, described with equation 2.4.1 on page
531. The simulated oscillatory behaviour and growth initially matches the analytic so-
lution well, these eventually diverging due to two effects, firstly that the analytic theory
is valid only for ‘small’ perturbations and secondly that the perturbation initialised via
equation 5.3 does not precisely match a single radial eigen-mode, an eigen-mode would
require consistent initialisation of perturbations to the density, pressure and velocity
1It is noted that Guderley finds that driven, spherically converging shocks tend to the Guderley
solution, irrespective of the form of the initial driver. Here, we find that the variation from spherical
symmetry of the initial driver alters the solution all the way to collapse. This is only an apparent
contradiction as the Guderley solution assumes spherical symmetry and we relax that condition.
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Figure 5.3: The position of the shock front
at a given time for the symmetric and per-
turbed models, with differing initial per-
turbation sizes.
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along with the spatial perturbation.
K. Evans finds a linear solution for perturbation amplitude δr′ as a function of
radial position r′ which we discussed in section 2.4.1 starting on page 53. These are self-
similar, meaning they can be rescaled such that the theoretical perturbation amplitude
δr = Aδr′ and radial position r = Br′, where A and B are fitted constants.
A number of cases are considered; small perturbation growth for high and lower
mode perturbations, multiple modes and large perturbations.
In figures 5.5 we show the growth of perturbations with different initial amplitudes
during the convergence and subsequent reflection of the shock front, and for this mode
l = 16 during convergence, the perturbation amplitude saturates at δr/r = (3.5 ±
0.2) × 10−2. Perturbations with initial amplitudes smaller than this grow as expected
and conversely perturbations with initial amplitudes greater than this diminish in time.
Higher l modes saturate at smaller amplitudes, as we show in figure 5.10. The large
errors on l = 8 reflect the difficulty in finding the limit as l = 8 perturbations oscillate
only one and a half times before we are unable to resolve the shock at collapse, and
these few oscillations give insufficient time for the stable limit to settle to a single value.
The saturated amplitude scales approximately as l−2 which suggests that its origin
is related to the change in sign of the curvature of the shock front as its amplitude
increases. When δr/r = 1/l2 the inward perturbation becomes concave rather than
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Figure 5.5: Perturbation amplitude with average shock front radius for different initial
l = 16 perturbation amplitudes  from equation 5.3, for both the converging and reflected
shock.
convex, we expect it to stop growing by comparison with the stability of planar shock
waves, with convex outward and concave inward perturbations. The observed saturation
amplitude is somewhat larger than this simple calculation, probably due to azimuthally
symmetric perturbations only changing one of the two radii of curvature and also that
the perturbation may continue to grow during the half cycle when its curvature is again
convex.
Figure 5.6 shows density plots of two shock fronts initialised with a mode l = 5
perturbation, at the same radius during convergence and subsequent expansion. Per-
turbation size and shape are similar before and after reflection, this shows that both
the mode behaviour is preserved, as is the underlying spherical shock front.
Perturbation peaks remain close to their initialised angular position throughout con-
vergence and reflection, but these peaks oscillate, in general, at different radii during
convergence and after reflection.
The recovery of shock front shape after reflection is an important result and we
show this more quantitatively in figure 5.7, where time advances left to right during
convergence and right to left during expansion. This conservation of size and shape
of perturbations is somewhat explained by the self-limiting behaviour of perturbations.
This recovery of shock front shape after reflection, perhaps suggests the existence of
higher moments of the fluid motion which are conserved.
After reflection, it is expected that a spherically expanding shock stabilises as ex-
panding shock fronts in static fluids are described by Sedov[26] and Taylor[27] and have
been shown to be stable[53].
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Figure 5.6: Density profiles of the converging and reflected shock at the same shock
front radius. The dashed lines show the shock front position while the arrows show the
direction of movement.
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5.2.1 Geometric interpretation of the stability limit
We find a geometric interpretation of the stability found above, the δr/r ∝ 1/l2 rela-
tionship we show in figure 5.10. We suggest that this limit is connected to the opposing
behaviours of the planar and spherical perturbations, that the linear planar perturbation
shrinks while the linear spherical perturbation grows, as the small spherical perturba-
tions are entirely concave, inherited from the concave nature of the sphere, while with
planar perturbations the crests are convex.
To simplify the problem, we move from the spherical harmonic perturbations to
those of a cap, similar to Gardner, Book and Bernstein[11], which we show in figure 5.9.
The relationship between spherical harmonic wavelength λ, mode l, half arc length a
and radius of the arc r is straight forwards,
a ≈ 2λ ≈ 2pir
l
. (5.4)
This relationship is approximate as, for spherical harmonics, the distance between ad-
jacent peaks varies with θ and φ for each l and m.
We express the unperturbed radius r in terms of half arc length a and arc height h,
r2 = (r − h)2 + a2, (5.5)
and express the perturbation size ∆r in terms of the heights of the arcs of the unper-
turbed sphere and the perturbation, h and hc respectively,
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∆r =
h− hc
2
.
The perturbation switches from concave to convex when the perturbation becomes flat
hc → 0 (and rc → ∞). Perturbation size at switch is then simply the height of the
unperturbed arc,
2∆r(hc = 0) = h. (5.6)
We combine equations 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6 and rearrange these,
∆r
r
(hc = 0)−



*0
∆r2
2r2
(hc = 0) ≈ a
l2
, a ≈ pi
2
2
(5.7)
cancelling the second order term ∆r
r
> ∆r
2
r2
as ∆r
r
< 1. We find the mode dependence of
the proportional perturbation size at which the concave-convex switch occurs has the
inverse square relationship relationship observed.
There is a limit in this formula at l ∼ √a, δr ∼ r, and also ∆r
r
∼ ∆r2
r2
. That this
perturbation size is comparable to shock radius renders the ‘cap’ construction and hence
equation 5.7 inadequate to model this limit.
The simulation gives a fitted asim ≈ 8.9, shown in figure 5.10, in contrast to a = pi2/2
from the equations.
5.2.1.1 Up-down asymmetry of the perturbation
As mentioned earlier, the perturbation may continue to grow during the half cycle when
its trough curvature is again convex.
This growth during one half cycle and shrinking in the other is illustrated in figure
5.11, where the distance between the both adjacent crest/trough Ri and trough/crest
Ri+1, (Ri − Ri+1)/Rav is compared to the difference between a single crest/trough Ri
and average radius Rav, (Ri−Rav)/Rav. This exhibits an up-down asymmetry, showing
distinct behaviours during the concave and convex half cycles of perturbation growth.
5.2.2 Uninitialised modes
The non-linear nature of the hydrodynamic equations lead to behaviours beyond the
linear solution. The stable limit presented above is an example of this, specifically that
higher order effects, in line our physical interpretation, act to stabilise the linear growth.
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A further higher order effect is the growth of other uninitialised modes.
In figure 5.12 we show the spectrum of spherical harmonic modes for a spatial per-
turbation initialised with the mode l = 8 and the size  = 0.015 using equation 5.3 and
we have selected l = 8 to present the largest additional mode l = 16. The initial pertur-
bation grows to the stable limit with the coefficient αl=8 reforming to broadly the same
size after reflection as we discussed above. There is also growth of other modes during
collapse, but these are small compared to the initial perturbation, with the exception
being α4 which represents perturbations in line with the grid imprint as we discuss in
section 3.6.2.2 starting on page 82. After convergence these uninitialised modes continue
to be present, but they are smaller than the initialised mode.
Figure 5.13 shows the spectrum of a larger initial perturbation with  = 0.2, larger
than the stable limit such that perturbation size, and equivalently α8, shrinks towards
collapse. The other uninitialised even modes grow more strongly, with the most obvious
being α16, this larger proportional growth seems to be an additional non-linear effect.
After reflection, these uninitialised modes are again more prevalent than in the small
perturbation case.
Figure 5.14 shows the growth of harmonics of the initialised mode l = 8 with l = 16
as the largest additional mode, and both l = 24 the second harmonic and l = 32 the
third harmonic being strongly driven. Here, l = 32 is the final harmonic resolved in
this simulation. l = 8 reaches the stable limit, as does l = 16 and l = 32, with both
these uninitialised modes reaching a stable limit slightly larger than the stable limit
when these modes are the initialised perturbation, these are perhaps being driven by
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dashed line shows the time of convergence.
the primary l = 8 mode. The stable limit for the second harmonic l = 24 has not been
found.
That the harmonics grow strongly seems sensible as these maintain the nodes of the
original perturbation. l = 16 is seeded by the trough effects which we further discuss in
the appendix A.7 starting on page 150, where the spherical harmonics at a single time
step are examined.
This strong growth of harmonics is perhaps intuitive, the mode doubling corre-
sponding to opposing left-right behaviours of peaks and troughs, and the mode tripling
corresponding to the peaks of the crests and the troughs, with higher curvatures, pro-
ducing larger changes in the fluid variables and accelerating ahead of the rest of the
perturbed shock front.
What is perhaps more surprising is the growth of further modes. This could be due to
equation 5.3 not matching a single radial eigen-mode and perhaps the beating between
modes, but any analysis beyond observing the presence of these modes is not conducted,
requiring construction of a computational model for self-consistent perturbation initial-
isation in energy, density and momentum and the corresponding mathematics.
Figure 5.15 shows some of the other mode growth. Although the behaviour is less
regular than the primary modes, all the modes approach a size limit and have a fairly
constant wavelength, with the exception of l = 6, whose monotonic growth is expected
as its stable limit is not reached before we can no longer resolve the shock front.
This behaviour perhaps tends to a solution irrespective of the initialised perturba-
tion as all initialised modes and sizes, after a certain convergence, tend to a similar
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mode composition. This is not explored further, requiring a large resolution for high
convergence effects or a model for self-consistently initialising multiple mode behaviour
across the hydrodynamic variables.
These even mode perturbations only drive additional even mode perturbations which
is perhaps expected, as if we assume a range of even modes, any additional modes should
maintain the symmetry about z = 0 which is present at initialisation for even mode
perturbations. This analysis for large perturbations instead with the odd mode spatial
perturbation l = 9 is briefly replicated in appendix B.2 page 154.
5.2.3 Two modes
Since the fluid equations are non-linear, multiple harmonic mode perturbations will
couple together and typically seed the growth of other modes. As an example we
initialise the shock front to have the radial position perturbations with contributions
from two modes by modifying the equation we use to initialise the spatial perturbations,
equation 5.3,
rl,l′(θ) = r0{1 + [Yl(θ)/N + Yl′(θ)/N ]}. (5.8)
Modes l = 4 and l = 16 were chosen as the combination is tractable to compute and
we are still able to distinguish separate behaviours for both of the modes. To examine
mode coupling in isolation we choose small perturbations, significantly smaller than the
stable limit, and even modes are chosen as even modes seed even modes other more
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strongly than they seed odd modes.
Comparing this two mode case in figure 5.8 and the single mode case in figure
5.7, these show that for much of convergence there is very little mode-mode coupling
between modes l = 4 and l = 16. As in the single mode case, the shape and size of the
perturbation is again preserved through reflection, although near convergence the other
modes become more prominent. This is in line with other results, specifically the section
above shows that these small perturbations do not significantly seed other modes.
5.2.4 Self-similarity of the perturbation wavelength
There are two quite striking additional features of the perturbation oscillation. The first
is that the wavelength (constant in log(r)) depends on the mode number quite reliably,
with higher modes oscillating more rapidly, as an example in figure 5.4, and holds true
beyond the linear case, even for the uninitialised modes we show in figure 5.14 and,
perhaps to a lesser extent, for the uninitialised modes we show in figure 5.15.
The second striking feature is that the oscillations of the peaks maintain the log-
arithmic spacing with radial convergence, present in all of the δr/r figures, including
figures 5.7 and 5.8. This is a feature of the self-similarity of the problem, discussed
for the small size, analytic case in section 2.4.2 starting on page 55. Those arguments
extend into the non-linear growth, as in figure 5.14 for uninitialised modes, a reflection
of the self-similarity of the hydrodynamics.
5.2.5 Low mode perturbations
Lower l mode perturbations, often referred to as “shape” effects, are of interest due to
drive asymmetries, as some recent results have shown l = 4 and l = 2 perturbations
significantly reduce neutron output from IFE capsules[42]. Although it is impossi-
ble to have a fully 3D collapse of shock fronts in 2D, we can look at an off-centre,
azimuthally symmetric collapse in 2D. Low mode perturbations represent a different
symmetry breaking than higher mode perturbations, as for lower modes, the variations
lead to broad variations across the shock front.
To initialise multiple low modes, we extend equation 5.8,
rl(θ) = r0
(
1 +

NL
∑
l
alYl(θ)
)
, (5.9)
the summation is over the selected modes, with al = 1 or −1 and NL = d
∑
l alYl(θ)e.
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Figure 5.16: Energy density profiles of the converging and reflected shock initialised
with a combination of l = 2 and l = 4 perturbations using equation 5.8, shown in figure
(a). Figure (b) shows off-centre collapse, figure (c) shows the late formation of the shock
after reflection.
We first select modes such that the shock front collapses gradually over time across
a plane at z = 0, using modes l = 2 and l = 4 with a2 = −1, a4 = 1 and  = 0.15, as
we show in figure 5.16a. We deliberately invert the l = 2 amplitude as, although the
sign is fairly arbitrary, the a2 = 1 amplitude collapses to a central point and does not
exhibit the characteristics we seek to examine.
Figure 5.16b shows the shock front collapsing very much away from R = 0, with
the subsequent collapse occurring at different times at different places. This diffuse
area of assembly and multiple expanding shocks in different directions results in lower
compression and the single shock after reflection takes time to reform. Figure 5.16c
shows the partially formed shock at a significant radius after reflection, while along the
z-axis the shock is well defined, towards the R-axis the front is diffuse, with multiple
shocks spreading outwards from the centre. After more time, these shocks coalesce,
forming one well-defined outward going shock.
We extend this to break the up-down symmetry by including mode l = 3 while
maintaining overall perturbation size  = 0.15, with a3 = 1 and modes l = 2 and
l = 4 as in equation 5.9, while keeping a2 = −1 and a4 = 1 from above. Unlike
above, the typical behaviour of this perturbation is not dependent on the sign of the
perturbation, as the shock collapses away from the central point irrespective of the sign
of the amplitudes.
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Figure 5.17: Energy density profiles, zoomed to the region of interest, of the converging
and reflected shock initialised with a combination of l = 2, l = 3 and l = 4 perturbations
using equation 5.8, shown in figure (a). Figure (b) shows off-centre collapse, figure (c)
shows the late formation of the shock after reflection.
Symmetry is entirely broken with the curvature of the shock front different for all
θ. This is perhaps the reason for low-mode collapse away from the centre point, as the
gross effect of perturbing the shock front is not evened out over many perturbations, as
is the case for higher modes.
Figure 5.17 shows this perturbation, with the collapse and reflection occurring con-
tinuously over time across the shock front. This leads to multiple reflected fronts and
a significantly less well defined collapse. These effects, if present in shock ignition, are
potentially detrimental.
This is an exception found to the stability of reflected shocks. These multiple low
mode perturbations can cause the outgoing reflected fronts to be diffuse at reasonably
high convergences, perhaps representing a different regime of shock front perturbation
behaviour. We are not aware of any specific symmetry analysis of low mode pertur-
bations for more complete shock ignition physics models that would further illuminate
these effects. Low mode effects are perhaps less problematic than high mode effects as
even if the additional physics does not stabilise this behaviour low mode perturbations,
compared to higher modes, are more easily diagnosed and rectified in experiment.
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Figure 5.18: Momentum
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5.2.6 Detailed examination of a single run
Some of the observed behaviours can be clarified or better understood through a close
examination of single runs. This is in contrast to much of this thesis where we observe
single effects in a variety of configurations, with multiple runs over a range of parameters.
In this case, we look at a high-mode perturbation, chosen for rapid oscillations and
high δr/δθ gradients. We note the presence of jets after the perturbations in background
fluid, which is closely linked to the thermalisation of energy behind the peaks of the
perturbations, which is more severe for higher-gradient perturbations and contributes
to the reduction in the size of the perturbations.
Related to the self-similarity of the simulation, as the shock front converges, the
pressure behind the shock front and perturbation peaks grows, dominating over the
initial conditions.
Small parts of the fluid move rapidly away from the shock front with high energy,
momentum and low density. These effects are detrimental to finding the shock front as
multiple fronts close to the shock make it challenging to precisely locate.
We initialise the simulation with an l = 8,  = 0.1 perturbation as these perturbations
oscillate multiple times during convergence and after reflection, before the reflected
shock meets the ingoing rarefaction front. The perturbations and thus gradients are
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sufficiently large to clearly exhibit a range of behaviours.
5.2.6.1 Momentum driving oscillation
The oscillation of the perturbations is driven by the effect of shock curvature on pres-
sure, the concave regions accelerate and concentrate the energy and momentum in a
smaller area, while the concave regions decelerate, diverging and diffusing the energy
and momentum over a larger area. This is shown in figure 5.18 where the momentum
behind the concave troughs is higher than that behind the convex crests and this then
drives the oscillation.
5.2.6.2 Thermalisation
This high-energy behind the troughs leads to thermalisation of energy with figures 5.19
being zoomed to this high-energy region behind the shock to show this thermalisation.
We have also presented these images at the same time as figure 5.18. This slow, high
density, high energy fluid moving behind the shock, with non-central momentum, flows
away from the centre of collapse, which, later, can collide with the reflected shock front,
briefly resulting in a diffuse region where the location of the shock is unclear.
Figure 5.19b shows distinct density regions each further from the trough with the
highest density region being furthest away. As can be seen in figures 5.19a and 5.19c,
this highest density region has distinctly lower velocity than the fluid ahead of it, and
has above average energy.
This thermalisation is related to the shrinking of larger amplitude perturbations,
where the larger the amplitude, the more energy and momentum is deposited in the
thermalised region, and thus less is driving the oscillations. The large troughs therefore
act to reduce the overall energy driving the oscillations, even while the focusing the
energy and accelerating the shock locally.
5.2.6.3 Bubbles and spikes
Perturbations of material behind the shock front are significant in IFE and idealised
problems related to this are examined in planar geometry in chapter 4 starting on page
89. Although though not deeply examined for converging geometries here, here we
comment on some gross features we observe.
Figures 5.20 show the development of a perturbation similar to the Richtmyer-
Meshkov instability (RMI), the bubbles and spikes protruding radially outwards most
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(a) Momentum.
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(b) Density.
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Figure 5.19: The fluid variables of the region immediately behind a shock front trough
and crest.
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(a) Initial density stratifica-
tion.
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(b) Before the reflected
shock strikes the stratified
fluid.
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(c) After the reflected shock
strikes the stratified fluid.
Figure 5.20: Density of the perturbation-modulated background fluid through shock
reflection. The green dashed line shows the shock front position, while the arrows show
the direction of movement.
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clearly in figure 5.20c. The spatial perturbations on the converging shock front shown
in figure 5.20a set up density perturbations in material converging subsonically behind
the shock, and these distortions typically modulate with angle θ, the crests and troughs
setting up opposing perturbations in density and energy. The shock later reflects and
passes this modulated area, shown in figure 5.20b, and impulsively drives the different
density fluids at different velocities, which set up the bubbles and spikes typical to RMI.
There are another layer of bubbles and spikes towards the centre of convergence, due to
oscillatory behaviour of the shock front perturbations. Further towards the centre, the
fluid behaves differently and this is likely due to grid imprint, a consequence of using
a Cartesian x − y − z grid to model a spherical system, which we discussed in section
3.6.2.2 starting on page 82.
An additional hydrodynamic effect can be observed nearer the poles, most clearly
behind the shock in figure 5.20c, where near the z-axis poles, on the light-heavy density
interface, the rolls characteristic of the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability appear. This is due
to pole effects related to the geometry and choice of spherical harmonics as the fluid at
the poles is initially accelerated to a much higher velocity than the surrounding fluid,
causing a velocity shear and then the KHI.
5.2.6.4 Pole effects
A consequence of simulating perturbations in 2D azimuthal geometry is variations to-
wards the poles. In figure 5.21 we show a 3D projection of the azimuthally symmetric
perturbation, where the perturbations at both poles are caps and the other perturba-
tions are bands. The caps at the poles perturb the fluid variables behind the shock
more rapidly as we show in figure 5.22, and in subsequent oscillations this difference is
less significant. This fluid is also denser and moves more rapidly. Once developed, the
interface between the fluid at the poles and the rest of the fluid develops the rolls of
KHI, as we show in figure 5.20c, in contrast to the other more RMI-like behaviour.
5.2.6.5 Variation from analytic solution and sudden suppression of pertur-
bation growth
There is a sudden suppression of perturbation size of the shock after reflection, as we
show in figure 5.23. For perturbations of mode l > 6, this is seen at the same radial
position after reflection, irrespective of mode number, for perturbations of mode l = 16
we show this in figures 5.5, 5.7 and 5.8. This suppression is not consistently present for
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Figure 5.21: 3D projection of an az-
imuthally symmetric shock front.
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Figure 5.22: Energy at the
poles, larger just after ini-
tialisation.
lower l, with figure 6.1 on page 120 as an example, but this suppression is consistently
observed for high l and we show further examples in appendix B.4 page 158.
This sudden shock suppression may coincide with the shock passing into rarefied
fluid. In figure 5.23 we show this region bounded on a perturbation amplitude plot, the
sudden damping occurring over the same region as where the shock trajectory starts to
diverge from the analytic solution, as we show in figure 5.24.
In figure 5.25 we show radial momentum profile of the shock front where the black
solid line represents the shock after reflection at r ≈ 0.9 × 10−2cm and also shows a
region approaching the rarefaction front at r ≈ 1.7 × 10−2cm where the momentum
drops. The red dashed line shows the shock at the inner bound in figure 5.24, beginning
to pass the rarefied region while the green dot-dashed line shows the shock after it has
passed the rarefaction front, corresponding to the outer bound of figure 5.24, the rarefied
outgoing fluid having a diminished momentum profile.
This additional stability is perhaps surprising as shocks moving through decreasing
density gradients, as is the case with this ingoing rarefaction wave, become less stable, as
we discussed in the planar case in section 4.1.1 page 90. That the shock decelerates here
perhaps contributes to the stability as decelerating shocks have increased stability[53],
the stability of Taylor-Sedov expansions.
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Figure 5.23: Perturbation size as the
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Figure 5.24: The trajectory of the shock
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as figure 5.23.
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the reflected shock at different times.
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ble limits of the spatial perturbations.
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5.3 Pressure perturbations
Both direct drive and indirect (X-ray) drive have imperfect symmetry, either due to
the finite number and imbalance of laser beams or, possibly to a lesser extent, due to
the finite number of hotspots within a hohlraum. Thus different energies and pressures
drive the implosion as a function of angle, with more rapid shock speeds in the regions
where greater energy is deposited.
This pressure perturbation is most severe at early times, as the shock wave moves
away from the region of energy deposition it looses the additional acceleration from drive
asymmetry, with this energy variation diffused away over the time and spatial scales.
As the shock converges, the energy density directly behind the shock also increases.
To examine the underlying physics, we perturb the energy profile of the piston
described in section 3.3 starting on page 64 at initialisation. We modify equation 3.10,
such that a,n → a,n,l(θ),
a,n,l(θ) = (1 + ∆Yl(θ)/N))a,n,0, (5.10)
∆ defines the size of the energy perturbation, Yl(θ)/N is the azimuthally symmetric
spherical harmonic of mode number l, rescaled such that the poles are at ±1, and a,n,0
is the unperturbed energy fit parameter.
Figures 5.27 shows this energy perturbation. The shock moves more rapidly in re-
gions of high pressure, the dependence on angle defined by Yl(θ)/N , causing the shock
front to acquire this shape. The spatial perturbation in turn sets up pressure pertur-
bations, and after a certain convergence the growth of the perturbation matches closely
the behaviour of purely spatial perturbations[52]. The energy driving the perturbation
oscillation increases with convergence, tending to dominate over the initial conditions.
The proportional size of the perturbation δr/r tends to a limit that depends on the
initial mode l of the perturbation, shown in figure 5.26, with ∆ = 0.3 and l = 8, 12, 16.
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Figure 5.27: Perturbed pressure profiles, with the shock front shown by the green dashed
line and direction shown with arrows, initialised at t = 0, described in equation 5.10 with
∆ = 0.3 and l = 5. At the later time, the higher pressure regions have accelerated the
shock front, causing the shock front to acquire the shape of the pressure perturbation.
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Chapter 6
3D Spherical Shocks
Simulations of IFE targets are traditionally run in two spatial dimensions, usually in
cylindrical R − z geometry to exploit the natural symmetry of hohlraum and target,
which avoids the additional computational cost in 3D.1 Some behaviours are only ac-
curately captured in 3D and some asymmetries grow more rapidly[43] and significant,
detrimental effects in IFE can only be captured using full 3D[13] due to their non-
axisymmetric nature. This significant change in the behaviours of instabilities between
2D and 3D simulations likely contributes to the disparity between the simulations con-
fidently predicting NIF would ignite and the failure of experiment to do so.
After benchmarking ZeusMP in 3D x − y − z geometry against perturbed shock
fronts in 2D R − z geometry in section 6.1 and then validating ZeusMP in 3D against
the analytic spherically symmetric Guderley solution[17], we extend the results from
chapter 4 to fully 3D perturbations in section 6.2. There we confirm the reproduction
of the linear theory for small perturbations and the conservation of shape and size of
the perturbations through reflection, in azimuthally asymmetric initial configurations.
We then examine non-axially symmetric collapse of the shock front in section 6.5
with this 3D effect being of considerable interest as it could show distinct behaviours
in contrast to 2D, this 3D collapse being impossible to simulate in 2D. NIF diagnostics
appear to show non-axially symmetric compression of the target[54], likely contributing
to the lower than expected neutron yield and ρr. This 3D effect of momentum pointing
away from the centre of collapse and away from the z-axis cannot be captured in 2D
simulations.
We initialise ZeusMP with a relatively low mode and large size perturbations due to
1This section is, in a reduced form, part of our paper[37] and has been reproduced with the per-
mission of the rights holder, AIP Publishing LLC.
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Figure 6.1: Amplitude of the perturbation
for a reflected shock front initialised with
an azimuthally symmetric spatial pertur-
bation, described in equation 5.3 with 0 =
0.2 and l = 4, benchmarking ZeusMP in
3D with 2D.
the significant restriction in resolution with equivalent computing resources in 3D from
2D. We choose an x− y− z mesh as an r− θ−φ mesh has a preferred centre of collapse
and may artificially increase stability.
We find that the main results extend to 3D, with a broad conservation of shape
and size of perturbations on a shock front through collapse, bounce and subsequent
development into an outgoing front, even when subject to large 3D perturbations in
multiple parameters resulting in non-axially symmetric collapse.
6.1 Verification of ZeusMP in 3D against 2D
ZeusMP is initialised in 3D with a spherically symmetric piston within the limits of a
finite grid, as we described in section 3.3 starting on page 64. The equivalence of the
symmetric shock front trajectory in 2D and 3D was shown in section 3.6.2 starting on
page 81 and in figure 3.21 on page 82. The results overlay the analytic Guderley solution
within plotting accuracy and only diverge from this analytical solution after the shock
front moves into rarefied fluid.
Spatial perturbations are then applied. Similarly to 2D through equation 5.3 on
page 97, these perturbations are applied by modifying equation 3.10 on page 67, the
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method for transferring the fluid variables, such that r → rl(θ),
rl(θ) = r0(1 + 0Yl(θ)/N), (6.1)
where r0 is the unperturbed radial co-ordinate and 0 is the size of perturbation. Yl(θ)/N
is the azimuthally symmetric spherical harmonic of mode number l, rescaled such that
the poles are at ±1.
In figure 6.1 we show the perturbation growth for an azimuthally symmetric per-
turbation in ZeusMP in 2D cylindrical R − z geometry and in 3D Cartesian x − y − z
geometry for equivalent grid resolutions and the perturbation growth is similar in both,
only significantly diverging at high convergence during reflection, the region where shock
front finding is most challenging, and then returns to similar behaviour as the shock
front subsequently expands.
6.2 3D Spatial shock front perturbations
Here the spatial perturbations are extended to 3D to include perturbations in the az-
imuth φ. We confirm that the results found in 2D in section 5.2 starting on page 97
extend to 3D, most importantly the preservation of shape and size of the perturba-
tion through reflection, but also that the results match the linear theory of K. Evans
(1996)[12] for small perturbations and establish a limit for perturbation growth δr/r|l
that depends on polar mode l number. We examine dependence on azimuthal mode
number m, but we do not conclusively show any dependence, in fact we find it is at
most it is a weak effect.
Similarly to equation 6.1, these perturbations are applied by modifying equation
3.10 on page 67, the method for initialising the piston, such that r → rl,m(θ, φ),
rl,m(θ, φ) = r0(1 + 0Yl,m(θ, φ)/N), (6.2)
Yl,m(θ, φ)/N is the tesseral spherical harmonic of polar mode number l and azimuthal
mode m, rescaled such that the maxima/minima are at ±1. The perturbed piston
depends on angular position, shown in figures 6.2 and 6.3 with perturbations of modes
l,m = 4, 2 and size 0 = 0.2.
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Figure 6.2: Density slice through the
spatially perturbed piston at initialisation.
The slice runs through the centre of the
sphere, normal to the Y direction. The
piston is mapped out in a complete sphere
around the perturbed shock front shown
in figure 6.3.
Figure 6.3: The perturbed shock front
at initialisation. Driving this strong shock
front spherically inwards is a piston of en-
ergy, density and velocity, described by
equations 3.10 and 6.2. A slice through
the density piston is show in figure 6.2.
6.2.1 Analytic verification
We confirm the behaviour of the model matches the linear theory for small perturbation
growth of K. Evans (1996)[12], as in 2D in section 5.2 starting on page 97[52].
Figure 6.4 shows the perturbation size compared to the linear theory. The computed
oscillatory behaviour and growth initially match the analytic solution well, eventually
diverging due to two effects, the first being that the analytic theory is valid only for
“small” perturbations and the second being that the perturbation initialized through
equations 3.10 and 6.2 does not precisely match a single radial eigenmode. The solutions
only match before the first peak of oscillation, due to lower mode perturbations having
a lower rate of oscillation.
K. Evans finds a linear solution for perturbation amplitude δr′ as a function of
radial position r′. These are self-similar, allowing rescaling, such that the theoretical
perturbation amplitude δr = Aδr′ and radial position r = Br′, where A and B are fitted
constants. δr′ is not a function of the azimuthal mode numberm, the linear perturbation
size being defined by the polar mode number l independent of the azimuthal mode
number m, consistent with these results which we show in figure 6.4. Additionally,
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Figure 6.4: Amplitude of the perturba-
tion for a converging shock front initialised
with a spatial perturbation, described in
equation 6.2, compared to the linear the-
ory of K. Evans [12], with l,m = 8, 4 and
0 = 0.1.
as the shock front converges and reflects, the additional modes are predominantly of
different l modes and not of different m modes. That these azimuthal mode numbers
m are isolated for each l mode perhaps relates to the perturbation size δr′ not being a
function of this azimuthal mode. Analytical exploration of this is not pursued here, but
would involve extending the linear theory to non-linear terms and including mode-mode
coupling.
6.2.2 Stable perturbation size
We find the existence of the stable perturbation size δr/r|l,m for m 6= 0 and compare
this to m = 0 but we limit this exploration to the single l,m = 12, 4 mode as the
computational costs are prohibitive. Assuming the 3D stable limit broadly follows those
in 2D, that δr/r|l ∝ 1/l2[52], this is a sufficiently rapid decrease in size with respect l that
finding a stable limit requires a large 3D resolution. We exploit the octant-symmetry
of modes l = 2n and m = 4o, with n and o as positive integers, only simulating an
octant of the 3D grid and thus allowing an effective doubling of the resolution and we
also exploit that higher modes oscillate more rapidly, which allows us to observe this
stable limit before the perturbation size is no longer properly resolved. We show one
and one-half oscillations, after which the shock front perturbation behaviour is no longer
properly resolved.
Figure 6.5 shows the stable limit for l,m = 12, 4, with the larger perturbations
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Figure 6.5: The stable limit for fraction
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varying perturbation size , equation 6.2.
The stable limit is δr/r|l,m=12,4 = 0.062±
0.003.
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Figure 6.6: Size of the initialised mode
l,m = 8, 4 and the unitialised mode dou-
ble this l,m = 16, 8.
shrinking and smaller perturbations growing. The stable limit is found as δr/r|l=12,m=4 =
0.062 ± 0.003, and this is compared to the azimuthally symmetric case (with m = 0)
δr/r|l,m=12,0 = 0.059 ± 0.004. These results are comparable, and can only be further
studied at great computational cost and we do not pursue this here.
6.3 Additional mode growth
A higher order effect found in 2D, that the initialised perturbation seeds additional
modes beyond those initialised, as we showed in section 5.2.2 starting on page 103, is
extended to 3D. We initialise an l,m = 8, 4 spatial perturbation with a perturbation
size  = 0.2, using equation 6.2, to compare with the uninitialised modes from the l = 8
2D perturbation.
Similarly to the stable perturbation size we examined in section 6.2.2, these higher
mode effects are only grid-converged for low convergence which only allow us only a
fairly limited time after initialisation for analysis. These restrictions encourage use of
octant symmetry as the worst high-convergence effects are not applicable here at these
early times and low convergences, far from the centre of collapse.
The mode doubling we found in 2D is also found in 3D, in figure 6.6 we show that the
l,m = 16, 8 mode grows strongly. This is consistent with 2D, with the difference that
these higher order effects act in both θ and φ directions. Another feature is consistent
with 2D, namely that the even mode perturbations seed other even mode perturbations,
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which we show in figure 6.7.
Although these perturbations seed additional l and m modes, we show in figure 6.8
that the additional modes beyond the harmonics are most strongly seeded with either
the same m or m = 0, which may be related to the weak dependence on m for the stable
limit.
6.4 Multiple mode shock front perturbations
Earlier, we presented the 2D multiple mode perturbations in sections 5.2.3 starting on
page 106, where we presented the 2D high mode perturbations, and in section 5.2.5
starting on page 107 we presented the 2D low mode perturbations and, while the exten-
sion to 3D is conceptually straight forwards, it difficult in practice as the 3D resolution
available to us is too low. The form of the low mode perturbation is a summation over
multiple modes and an appropriate normalisation, the 3D equivalent of equation 5.9,
rl(θ) = r0
(
1 +

NL,M
L∑
l=1
l∑
m=−l
al,mYl,m(θ, φ)
)
. (6.3)
The summation is to maximum selected mode L, with NL,M = d
∑
l
∑
m al,mYl,m(θ, φ)e
and here  is the maximum perturbation size. The extension for multiple high modes is
a simplification of this.
With each additional mode pair l,m the symmetry is broken in a distinct manner
and this availability of azimuthal asymmetries is expected to decrease stability over 2D.
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Multiple modes lead to many small features, but unfortunately the diffusive effects of
the limited 3D resolution tends to stabilise these, which we also see when under resolving
in 2D.
6.5 Skewed shock front collapse
The piston is perturbed with both spatial and momentum perturbations and the spatial
perturbations are applied as with equation 6.2 on page 121, such that r → rl,m(θ, φ).
This leads to a form of the fluid variables that depends on the angular position,
f(r, θ, φ) =
N∑
n=0
af,nrl,m(θ, φ)
n. (6.4)
Here f represents the fluid variables, the mass density ρ, the velocity vector components
vr, vθ and vφ and the energy density e.
The momentum perturbations are similarly applied by modifying the velocity profile
such that
avj → (1 + ∆vj ,l,m(θ, φ))avj ,0, (6.5)
where avj ,0 is the unperturbed velocity fit parameter and j represents the r, θ and φ
components of the velocity vector. ∆l,m(θ, φ) has a less obvious form than the spatial
perturbations, as we seek to have the shock front collide entirely asymmetrically and
we force this by, at initialisation, having the velocity vectors at the crests of the spatial
perturbation point away from the centre of collapse.
In order to perturb the solution without adding additional forces a form that con-
serves both total momentum and total angular momentum is implemented. We also
conserve the magnitude of the velocity vector at every point with regards to the orig-
inal velocity vector, |v| = |v0|. It is also required that the momentum profile has no
discontinuities.
These considerations lead to a fairly involved form of ∆vj ,l,m(θ, φ). The form given
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satisfies the above conditions, but is not unique and is specific for l,m = 4, 2,
∆vφ,4,2(θ, φ) = ∆vφ,0Y4,2/N ·

1, φ0 ≤ φ ≤ φ1, θ1 ≤ θ
1√
2
, φ1 ≤ φ ≤ φ2, θ0 ≤ θ ≤ θ1
−1, φ2 ≤ φ ≤ φ3, θ1 ≤ θ
− 1√
2
, φ3 ≤ φ ≤ φ0, θ0 ≤ θ ≤ θ1
0, otherwise,
(6.6)
∆vθ,4,2(θ, φ) = ∆vθ,0Y4,2/N ·

1, φ0 ≤ φ ≤ φ1, θ ≤ θ0
1√
2
, φ1 ≤ φ ≤ φ2, θ0 ≤ θ ≤ θ1
−1, φ2 ≤ φ ≤ φ3, θ1 ≤ θ
− 1√
2
, φ3 ≤ φ ≤ φ0, θ0 ≤ θ ≤ θ1
0, otherwise,
(6.7)
∆vr,l,m(θ, φ) =
√
1− {∆vθ,l,m(θ, φ)2 + ∆vθ,l,m(θ, φ)2}. (6.8)
Here θi and φj are the meridians and parallels of latitude respectively on which the
tesseral harmonics vanish and indcies i, j = 0 represents those closet to θ, φ = 0. In the
case of θi, the bald areas near the poles where Yl,m6=0(θ, φ) vanish are not included.
In this case we set ∆vφ,0 = ∆vθ,0 =
√
∆20/(1 + ∆
2
0), ∆0 = 0.3 and 0 = 0.2. We
show the shock front with spatial perturbation 0 = 0.2 in figure 6.3 and we show a
slice through the corresponding perturbed density piston in figure 6.2. The momentum
perturbation with ∆0 = 0.3 and equations 6.5 to 6.8 is shown in 3D in figure 6.9, and
θ, φ projections of vφ and vθ are shown in figures 6.10 and 6.11 respectively.
The simulation with this configuration is run. The shock does not collapse to a
central point but collapses in a more sheet-like configuration, show in figure 6.12 a
density cut-through, achieving the diffuse area of collapse.
Figure 6.13 shows the shock reflected despite the non-axially symmetric collapse,
but is more distorted than without momentum perturbations, with the minimum and
maximum position of the shock front at each time being greater during collapse and
after reflection, as we show in figure 6.14. This shows, in the presence of severe momen-
tum perturbations leading to an entirely distorted collapse, the reflected shock recovers
intact, the deleterious effects simply gives a lower density, corresponding to a lower
compression.
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Figure 6.9: Vector field plot of the momen-
tum perturbations on a half-sphere of the
piston at initialisation, described by equa-
tions 6.5 to 6.8, ∆0 = 0.3 and 0 = 0.2.
|Dv|/|vr| =
√
v2θ + v
2
φ/vr is the absolute
size of the momentum perturbations away
from the radial direction.
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Figure 6.10: Function perturbing the φ
velocity vφ, ∆vφ,4,2(θ, φ), equation 6.6.
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Figure 6.11: Function perturbing the θ
velocity vθ, ∆vθ,4,2(θ, φ), equation 6.7.
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Figure 6.12: A density cut through at the
time of collapse of the shock. The high
density region at the centre is the region
of collapse.
Figure 6.13: Surface plot of the shock
front with momentum perturbations after
reflection.
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Figure 6.14: The difference between min-
imum and maximum shock front radius
during collapse and expansion, in the pres-
ence and absence of momentum perturba-
tions. The vertical line shows the time
of collapse. The difficulty of finding the
shock front after reflection is increased
with momentum perturbations.
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Chapter 7
Extensions
Having developed a comprehensive suite of tools to study an idealised scenario of rele-
vance to shock ignition, specifically a model of shocks through convergence, bounce and
subsequent reflection, these same methods can be applied to a range of further scenarios
but did not fall within the time constraints of the PhD project.
We seek other physical scenarios that could be addressed using these tools. These
are broadly split into three categories: firstly, varying the initial conditions in section
7.1, secondly including additional physics in section 7.2 and analytically investigating
the novel behaviours in section 7.3, and finally using different computational approaches
in section 7.4.
The aim of this thesis was specifically to study the simplest relevant problems in
order to understand the underlying physics. It is possible to extend the models to more
complex or realistic problems but the interpretation becomes less obvious.
7.1 Variations on initial conditions
The simplest extensions vary the initial conditions in ZeusMP.
The background fluid could be radially stratified, the spherical equivalent to sec-
tion 4.1.2 starting on page 91 and this perturbed density interface could be subject to
reflected shocks, this is itself an extension of RMI in convergent geometry.
The analytic Ribeyre boundary conditions have recently been extended to finite
Mach-number shocks[55] which would perhaps allow us to see how well the observed
behaviours extend to weaker converging shocks, with this lower adiabat compression
being of interest for all IFE schemes as the shocks at earlier times are less strong.
Additionally, the Kidder isentropic solution is of interest in IFE as it is a converging
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solution of hydrodynamics but does not use shocks for this assembly. This solution
has recently had initial conditions constructed[56], in a similar sense to the Ribeyre
boundary conditions for our ‘piston’ and these could be similarly mapped to a 2 or 3D
Eulerian grid and the stability then examined.
Multiple shocks could be examined in planar and spherical geometries. As these
shocks are strong, multiple shocks can be initialised with subsequent jumps of the initial
conditions, using either the Rankine-Hugoniot conditions in planar geometry or the
Ribeyre boundary conditions in spherical geometry. These multiple shocks would be
perturbed spatially, or have the background density varied, and this is of interest to both
shock and conventional ignition and would provide an understanding of the interaction
between multiple shocks and various asymmetries.
Very simply, density and pressure could be varied alongside the velocity and spa-
tial perturbations in the 3D models to give perhaps even more perturbed collapse and
reflection. These parameters could also be varied in 2D, and included with a multiple
mode perturbation structure as something of a worst-case 2D scenario, in an effort to
find scenarios approaching the least stable shocks.
7.2 Beyond the hydrodynamics
To extend the physics of the model, we first scale our model to IFE applicable values.
We then examine physics to allow our models more accurately reflect IFE.
Pure hydrodynamics are necessary for understanding IFE, but are insufficient[4, 57]
as the relevant physics extends much beyond that. The additional physics will be
largely dissipative, likely favouring greater stability, but will likely alter the behaviour
beyond that as, for instance, the energy gradients driving the restorative oscillations of
the shock, as we discussed in section 5.2.6.1 starting on page 111, would be reduced
through dissipative effects.
Ryutov (1999)[58] explains how Euler scaling allows the hydrodynamic behaviour of
a model to be matched to phenomena of interest and how, quite centrally, the Euler
number Eu = p/ρv2 must be close for both. The region is important because the Euler
number varies with position, and here we seek to compare two interfaces, so, as described
by Ryutov,
...if the instability of a specific interface is of interest, then taking v˜, ρ˜, and
p˜ near that interface is appropriate.
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Comparing our values to those from a 1D simulation of shock ignition[9] targets
as a proposed benchmark for IFE experiments, we find that for behind the reflected
shock the Euler numbers Eu ≈ 22 near the shock match, showing our models are closely
applicable to SI.
Scaling the density, pressure and velocity of our models to these IFE relevant values,
the limitations of hydrodynamics become clear, shown through the ideal gas temperature
in our models being approximately 10keV which is unrealistically high.
This then gives a Peclet number Pe  1 meaning the heat conductivity dominates
over hydrodynamic convective effects. For the calculation of the Peclet number, we have
used the Braginski based thermal diffusivity for unmagnetised electrons and assumed
an atomic number Z = 1 and a mass number of A = 2.5. Also required is a scale length
h and we take this is taken as the radial shock distance. This too is consistent with the
time scales of the system and velocities.
The high heat conductivity implied by the small Peclet number would thus signifi-
cantly lower the temperature and this would then change the other scaling relationships
in Ryutov, for instance radiation flux and viscosity, both strongly dependent on tem-
perature. Other values, such as the collisionally, would remain in the same domain as
even with the unrealistically high ideal gas temperature, is within the hydrodynamic
regime. This lowering of the temperature would in turn increase the Peclet number.
Heat conduction is also required to simulate ablation, discussed in chapter 7 of Atzeni
and Meyer-Ter-Vehn[4], ablation being the driver of the shocks in inertial fusion targets.
Heat conduction is thus ideal as the first extension of physics to include in the
model, to study asymmetries with dissipative effects and to examine models closer to
IFE targets. Heat conduction is not present in ZeusMP, but has been implemented in
other versions of Zeus favouring rapid inclusion in our models.
7.3 Mathematics
Many of the specific results in this thesis appear amenable to analytic analysis. For
instance, the δr/r|l stable limit for perturbation size, which we described in section
5.2 starting on page 97, implies the sign of the perturbation growth will be different
with additional orders in δr with higher orders acting against lower to produce a finite
stable limit, and the finite limit also implies each additional order in δr contributes less
than the previous order. That there is such a strong recovery of shape of perturbation
implies a 2D conservation law in play across the shock, which perhaps could also be
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found analytically.
Uninitialised perturbation modes and mode coupling is perhaps analytically tractable
and beyond the linear solution mode interaction terms can be found. This may provide
the analytics for the growth of harmonics and give an analytic representation for the
phenomena observed, that in 3D l modes grow much more strongly with the same m
mode, which we observed in section 6.3 starting on page 124.
A final, perhaps most challenging problem could be the transfer of perturbations
through reflection. This would require much analytic development, where we would
first seek quantities conserved through reflection, giving rise to the conserved form of
shock front perturbations.
7.4 Computing
There are extensions in the computing that would address physics problems.
Higher mode 3D effects could be examined, to allow us to observe these the 3D
resolution could be doubled with some effort, the current limit is due to a lack of RAM
for post-processing the simulations. This could be overcome by finding and eliminating
the bug that causes this, or only outputting and analysing certain areas of the grid.
Further computational resources may allow another doubling of resolution, though with
limited runs.
Recently, some open-source magneto-hydrodynamics codes designed to run on GPUs
have been released. If these provide the documented scalings, this would perhaps allow
a cost-effective approach for examining higher resolution effects.
For detailed examination of high convergence effects behind the shock after reflection,
mesh-free methods could be employed. Although not typically used in IFE, smoothed-
particle hydrodynamics (SPH) codes are used in astro-physics and are fairly mature.
These are perhaps uniquely well suited to SI due to repeated collapse of shocks to the
origin[9] and SPH also may be suited to analysing mix effects as the particles retain
their original material, of broad interest to IFE. There are of course costs and benefits
to SPH, and tackling this would involve considerable work.
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Conclusions
We have developed a suite of tools to study idealised scenarios of relevance to the shock
ignition inertial fusion energy scheme concerning the stability of shocks through conver-
gence, bounce and subsequent reflection. The models have likely accessible extensions
that would perhaps be of wide interest.
The results from these models show the inherent robustness of shock ignition against
modest departures from spherical symmetry is based in the underlying robustness of the
process of shock reflection. We show this robustness in drive pressure, shock position and
background density, all underpinned by the remarkable stability of fluid shock waves.
Converging shock waves tend to exhibit a maximum value of δr/r depending on mode
number and even if initialised with larger amplitude they will relax back to the lower
value.
After reflection at the centre of convergence, asymmetric shock waves tend to recover
the same shape as the ingoing shock at the same position. Shock velocity and strength
before and after reflection broadly follows the symmetric Guderley solution. We show
that both this observed stable limit and the logarithmic oscillation wavelength have
analytic underpinnings.
Since the ideal fluid equations preserve energy and momentum and Taylor-Sedov
expansions are stable it is intuitively clear why the expanding shock wave recovers the
velocity of the symmetric case. The approximate recovery of shock front shape after
reflection is perhaps more surprising and may relate to the existence of higher moments
of the fluid motion which are similarly conserved.
Planar shock waves are tolerant of quite extreme non-uniformity of background den-
sity and show an asymptotically steady state deformation which decays as soon as the
shock returns to a uniform medium. Shock waves propagating towards increasing den-
sities naturally conform to the shape of the density variations.
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Many of these asymmetries share a stable limit in size of perturbation; when travel-
ling through density modulations shock perturbations grow to a stable limit, when the
initial piston shape is perturbed in convergent geometry perturbations grow to a stable
limit, and if the energy driving the shock is modulated a similar stable limit appears.
These stable limits imply the interplay between low-order perturbation growth terms,
from both asymmetries in the fluid and asymmetries interacting with geometries, and the
onset of higher-order perturbation damping effects, only arising when the perturbations
are sufficiently large.
All these results are robust to 2D and 3D asymmetries and physics which is not
included in our simple hydrodynamic model will largely be dissipative and thus tend
towards greater symmetry.
We believe these results add to the confidence that shock ignition can play an im-
portant role in the realisation of IFE.
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Appendix A
Supplementary computational and
mathematical details
The computational and mathematical details and methods provided below are not con-
sidered by the author to be central to the overall thesis.
A.1 A note on programming languages
Beyond the hydrodynamics, written in Fortran, the post processing, described in sec-
tions 3.4 page 68 and 3.5 page 72, and plotting is conducted in a higher level language,
Python, with additional scientific, mathematical and plotting libraries; Scipy, Numpy
and Matplotlib respectively. The additional computational cost of using a high level
language is not significant, in contrast with a the reduction in time coding.
An exception is the shock front finding, described in section 3.3.1.2 page 68. The
highest loop is rewritten in ‘compiled Python’, Cython, reducing the cost such that the
hydrodynamics were again the most expensive.
These post processing tools, Python, Cython, Numpy and Matplotlib, are directly
supported on the local Imperial College London High-Performance Computing cluster,
Cx1, allowing straightforward parallel running of serial post processing.
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A.2 Boundary conditions
The boundary conditions used in ZeusMP are presented in the context of the physics
models they are used to simulate, to provide examples of applicability, the difficulties
encountered when implementing them, the limits they present and the steps taken to
overcome these difficulties.
The boundary conditions define the behaviour at the edge of the simulation grid.
ZeusMP sets 3 ‘ghost’ cells, 3 cells beyond the edge of the simulation grid, to create
certain behaviours. Although described as ‘ghost’ cells, these cells are only individual
cells at the boundaries of 1D simulation grid, in 2D simulation grids are ‘ghost’ rows
and in 3D these are ‘ghost’ planes. Each side of the simulation domain has a single
boundary condition.
The boundary conditions used in this project and the corresponding behaviour of
the ‘ghost’ cells are described below.
Outflow boundary condition, Sod Shock Tube and 3D simulations
The Sod shock tube is considered as a verification in appendix A.3.1 page 140. The
hydrodynamic simulation varies in 1D planar geometry, along the x axis, extending
to x = ±1, xrhs and xlhs respectively. Both the xrhs and xlhs boundary conditions are
outflow; any fluid striking the wall with non-zero velocity is removed from the simulation;
the ‘ghost’ cells are set to have the fluid variables of the adjacent simulation cell. In
general, when this boundary condition influences the region of interest the results are
no longer valid. For the Sod shock tube, this is the shock front striking the boundary.
This outflow condition is also used on some of the boundaries in all the other simu-
lations presented here, crucially the 3D x− y − z boundary conditions are all outflow.
Inflow boundary condition, Richtmyer-Meshkov instability and planar shocks
For the RMI verification, section 3.6.1 page 79, and the planar shock models in chapter 4
page 89, 2D x−y geometry is used. The xlhs boundary condition is the outflow boundary
condition discussed above. The xrhs boundary condition is an inflow condition, driving
fluid with the initial values of the shocked fluid. This is achieved by setting the ‘ghost’
cells to these initial values and not allowing them to vary. Thus the fluid flows in as the
initial piston.
In this case, the results are invalid after the reflected shock hits the xrhs inflow
boundary condition and the rarefaction wave from this reaches the interface.
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The alternative is a ‘slug’ of fluid set to the piston fluid variables with 2 fronts; a
shock front at the interface in the direction of movement of the piston, and a rarefaction
front as the other interface, the results valid until this rarefaction front impinges on the
region of interest. This typically requires a much larger grid than the inflow boundary
condition.
Reflective boundary condition, Richtmyer-Meshkov instability and planar
shocks
The ytop and ybottom boundary conditions are reflective in the sense that the variables in
the 2nd and 3rd ‘ghost’ cells are matched to the fluid variables of the 1st and 2nd cells
of the simulation grid respectively, except the velocity normal to the boundary, vj in
this case, is given the opposite value. The first ghost cell is zero, a result of the choice
of derivatives.
This mirrors the domain, largely preserving the physical characteristics of a contin-
uous RMI front. This mirroring is imperfect, a non-physical wave slowly propagates in,
altering the late-time growth, hence the RMI simulation shown in figure 3.17 page 80 is
2 RMI wavelengths wide, such that these errors do not effect the region of interest.
z axis boundary condition, spherically converging models
2D spherical simulations run in R − z geometry. Unique to this geometry is the axial
symmetry at R = 0. The ‘ghost’ cells replicate the fluid variables of the adjacent cells
as with the reflective boundary condition, with the exception that the 3-component of
the vectors is mirrored. This would be vφ, but is necessarily zero in the 2D simulations.
There are challenges associated with this z axis, more general than simply the bound-
ary conditions. These are discussed briefly in section 3.2.7 page 64.
In these 2D spherical models, the zup upper and zlow lower bounds have outflow
boundary conditions, as discussed above, as has the outer Rout boundary.
Internal boundary conditions, multiple core runs
Each core processes the data on its own grid, in parallel with the other cores with a
boundary condition for the grid on each node, for the boundaries adjacent to a grid on
another node. The 3 cells adjacent to these ‘internal’ boundaries are communicated to
the node which holds the corresponding adjacent grid, the 3 cells received from that
same node are the ‘ghost’ cells for this boundary.
This can limit the parallelisation, as inter-node communication is typically the slow-
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Figure A.1: ZeusMP density profile com-
pared to the Sod analytic prediction, the
dotted lines showing analytical features.
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est communication in multiple node clusters, discussed in section 3.2.5 page 63.
A.3 Verifications
The first verification is the Sod shock tube, provided with ZeusMP. It reproduces the 3
waves in pure hydrodynamics — sound, shock and rarefactions waves.
The Noh shock tube is then presented, in a form used in other codes is not provided
by default with ZeusMP, the spherically converging solution on Cartesian meshes. This
produces a strong shock, growing from the collapse to a central point, closely related to
the models examined in chapters 5 page 95 and 6 page 119. The shock front behaviour is
well captured, as is the fluid in front of the shock, but along the axes there is significant
distortion behind the shock. This computational model is also very sensitive to initial
conditions — if the solution collapses to a grid cell, the shock is distorted, if it collapses
to a cell boundary, the shock is not.
A.3.1 Sod shock tube
A simple problem for testing hydrodynamics codes was produced by Sod (1978)[59].
Figure A.1 shows the evolved properties of ZeusMP simulation compared to analytical
results. We briefly introduce the mathematics used to find the analytic predictions,
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following the derivations of Hawley (1984)[60] and Whitman (1974)[61], using some of
the notation from Atzeni (2004)[4].
Sod sets up adjacent pressure and density profiles and allows the simulation to evolve,
l indicating the variables on the left and r the variables on the right,

ρlpl
ul
=

11
0
,

ρrpr
ur
=

0.1250.1
0
. (A.1)
Figure A.1 shows the evolved density profile and the analytic values for the various
interfaces and density values. The left most and right most density values are as ini-
tialised, and the speed of propagation of the left of the rarefaction front is simply the
speed of sound through the left most fluid,
cs =
√
γ
p
ρ
. (A.2)
Sod then uses the hydrodynamic properties of rarefaction waves and shock waves,
and that the pressure and velocity across a moving density interface must be con-
stant; correspondingly the pressure and velocity behind the shock and rarefaction fronts.
Matching the velocity-pressure relationship for the rarefaction front using Riemann in-
variants for ideal gases, and the Hugoniots of the shock using the jump conditions, Sod
constructs 2 coupled non-linear equations which are solved iteratively.
Figure A.2 shows the shock Hugoniot and the p− u relationship for the rarefaction
front meeting, where the pressure and velocity behind the rarefaction front equal those
behind the shock front. This can only be found numerically, the Numpy fsolve function
finds pm = 0.2939 and um = 0.8412, the density interface moving at this velocity. Once
these are found, the density behind and velocity of the shock front can be simply found
using the jump conditions and the density behind the rarefaction wave found using
entropy conservation.
The final comparison, the right hand interface of the rarefaction wave, simply prop-
agates at the speed of sound through the fluid behind the rarefaction front.
As can be seen in figure A.1, the simulated results closely match these analytically
derived results.
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Figure A.3: The Noh shock tube 1D planar model, compared to the analytic solution,
for density (left) and energy density (right).
A.3.2 Noh shock tube
The Noh shock tube[62] is a model for strong shocks, and has planar and spherical
solutions used here to validate ZeusMP in Cartesian and cylindrical geometries — the
planar shock in Cartesian geometry, the spherical shock in 2D cylindrical and 3D Carte-
sian geometries, the geometries used for analysis of asymmetries. ZeusMP matches the
1D planar solution well, matches well in 2D except at the poles behind the shock, and
matches the solution in 3D in some cases, struggling with the initial conditions at the
centre.
The analytic solution for the Noh shock tube is initialised with unit density, zero
pressure and unit velocity either moving towards a solid wall, or converging to a central
point. This is the code initialisation, except pressure is small but non-zero, a requirement
of hydrodynamics codes.
This initial state leads to an analytic solution over all space for all variables, allowing
for simple and quite complete comparison between the analytic solution and simulation
results. The density behind the shock front, due to the zero pressure, is the maximum
possible for an ideal gas, a 4-fold density jump over the shock — 4ρ/ρ0 for planar
shocks, 64ρ/ρ0 for spherical shocks. This allows for examining strong shocks and as a
code verification, along with simple analytic forms of the solution.
The 1D planar verification matches analytic the solution well, figures A.3.
It also has inflow boundary conditions at the upper x boundary — this is used in the
perturbation analysis for planar shocks. The 2D and 3D models have outflow boundary
conditions, as do the models used for perturbation analysis in these geometries.
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Figure A.4: Radial profiles of the Noh shock tube 2D spherical model, along the R-axis
at different resolutions, compared to the analytic solution, for density (left) and energy
density (right).
The 2D spherical converging shock in R-z is a difficult test due to convergent geome-
tries. Figures A.4, outwards along the R-axis, show the closest agreement with analytic
solution, while figures A.5, along the z axis, show the least good agreement — the dif-
ferences are in the density, the energy solution is well matched in all directions. These
solutions, in general, match more closely with higher resolution.
The poor matching along the z-axis is perhaps expected, the difficulties associated
with the boundary conditions and the convergent geometries, discussed in sections 3.2.6
and 3.2.7 respectively, are likely to be the most extreme here.
The spherically converging shock in 3D Cartesian geometry case is very sensitive to
the initial conditions and diverges from the spherical case along the axis, potentially
deforming the shock front, figure A.7a. This requires careful initialisation, ensuring
collapse to the intersection of grid boundaries, not to a single cell. The profiles are
shown in figures A.6, showing distortion along the z-axis, not present for non-axially
aligned profiles.
These errors are surprising — the other spherical, strong shock verification, section
3.6.2.2, slightly deviates from the expected solution behind the shock, the shock itself
is well captured. For this Noh shock tube, the shock is almost distorted along the grid
lines, and is distorted without careful placement of the centre of collapse. This improves
with higher resolutions, the plots shown the highest available 3D resolution.
This is likely due to an error in velocity — on this Cartesian grid as r → 0, the initial
velocity is not well defined as spherically converging, better represented as a collapsing
box.
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Figure A.5: Radial profiles of the Noh shock tube 2D spherical model, along the z-axis
at different resolutions, compared to the analytic solution, for density (left) and energy
density (right).
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Figure A.6: Radial profiles of the Noh shock tube 3D spherical model initialised with
the centre of collapse at a grid intersection, for density (left) and energy density (right).
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Figure A.7: A density slice through the centre of the Noh shock tube 3D spherical
model, (a) with the standard initial conditions, (b) initialised with a progressed analytic
solution at t = 0.3.
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Figure A.8: Radial profiles of the Noh shock tube 3D spherical model initialised with
a progressed analytic solution at t = 0.3, for density (left) and energy density (right).
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The self-similar nature of this solution allows a general initialisation with a pro-
gressed solution. The shocked central region is approximately 10 grid cells in diameter.
The analytic solution continues to develop, these deleterious grid effects significantly
reduced, figure A.7b compared to figure A.7a. The profiles show results approximating
the analytic solution in figures A.8. This is not ideal — the spherical 3D results in this
thesis depends on successfully recreating a shock that collapses to a central point.
These results are taken alongside the results of the piston, section 3.6.2 page 81,
where the shock successfully recovering its shape after collapse in 3D Cartesian ge-
ometries, grid imprint causing little harm. As the successful piston verification uses
the primary converging model for this thesis, that is later used to analyse asymmetry
behaviour, and that this Noh verification works well after excluding the small central
region, we do not take this limited failure as extreme enough to exclude a 3D explo-
ration using ZeusMP, but this does emphasise that care must be taken when analysing
behaviour that tends to small numbers of grid points, especially with axis-aligned phe-
nomena.
A.4 Computation of Legendre polynomials
Numerical use of spherical harmonics is not as common nor as well documented as
the planar equivalents. As such, we must calculate these tesseral harmonics, used in
equation 3.11 page 70. The non-trivial part is the associated Legendre polynomials Pml
with non-negative m are calculated using these recurrence relationships[63],
P0,0 = 1, (A.3)
P l+1l+1 (x) = −(2l + 1)
√
1− x2P ll (x), (A.4)
P ll+1(x) = x(2l + 1)P
l
l (x), (A.5)
(l −m+ 1)Pml+1(x) = (2l + 1)xPml (x)− (l +m)Pml−1(x). (A.6)
These equations are sufficient to calculate any arbitrary Pml , an example being figure
A.9 — the calculation is initialised with equation A.3, equation A.4 cycles to l′ = m,
then equation A.5 once, equation A.6 then cycles until the desired Pml is reached.
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A.5 Discretisation of a spherical grid
We seek a discretised grid over a spherical surface of ∆θ and ∆φ for a function f(θn, φo)
and that the distances represented by ∆θ and ∆φ correspond to ∆x, the spacing of the
underlying grid.
We first define the polar grid spacing ∆θ, found from the position of the spherical
surface rsf , ∆θ = atan(∆x/rsf ).
The solutions are then at the coordinate θn = n∆θ, 0 ≤ n < N , N = pi/∆θ.
We then define azimuthal grid spacing ∆φ. Depending on polar angle θn, the par-
allels of latitude are different lengths. We seek that ∆φ ≈ ∆θ, requiring ∆φ(θn) ≡
∆φn. We define ∆φn = 2pi/On, where On is roughly the number of points around
the parallel of latitude at θn such that the spacing was as close to ∆x as possible,
On = 2pirsf sin(θn)/∆x. It the follows that the coordinate φo = o∆φn, 0 ≤ o < On.
This is not a rectangular grid. Care is taken when using it.
A.6 Shock front tracking
Crucial to the analysis of the behaviour of a shock front is finding its location. The shock
front, during convergence, is found at the increase in density from the background fluid
and during reflection it is found at the peak gradient of multiple fluid variables, the
definition of a shock section 2.1.1 page 38. The shock front is found by tracking radially
outwards from the centre of convergence — these methods are no longer employed when
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the shock front is not single-valued in r − θ − φ; at very high convergence or with very
large, not-centrally collapsing distortions.
We define shock front radius rl,sf (θn, φo), θn, φo from section 3.4.1 page 71. rl,sf =
l∆x is the radial length, ∆x is the simulation grid spacing.
To find the shock front, we construct a radial profile of the fluid variables. As an
example, we find radial density ρl(θ, φ) with the linear weighting of the surrounding
density points. The 1D linear weighting in the i direction,
ρl =
1∑
I=0
PIρi+I ,
using the linear weighting coefficients P0 =
xi+1−xr
xi+1−xi , P1 =
xr−xi
xi+1−xi , the x-component of the
radial position xr = rl sin(θ) cos(φ) and i is the grid position lower than xr, i = b xr∆xc.
This extends to 3D with the inclusion of linear weightings QJ for y and SK for z,
ρl =
1∑
I=0
1∑
J=0
1∑
K=0
PIQJSKρi+I,j+J,k+K ,
including yr = rl sin(θ) sin(φ) and zr = rl cos(θ). This is then extended to energy, and
momentum uses the velocity components averaged to the cell centres.
We use these radial profiles to find the position of the shock front. For converging
shocks we find rl,sf at the increase of density from the background.
For the reflected shocks this becomes more difficult. We use the peak gradient of
energy, density and momentum to find the shock front,
∆ρl
∆r
=
ρl − ρl−1
∆r
,
similarly for  and ρvr. This is usually sufficient to find the shock fronts. For severely
perturbed fluid we implement a voting system, with one vote for each gradient. There is
then a short stage of post processing where the shock front is assumed to be continuous
with no sharp jumps, and if there is a “hole” in the shock front the region around the
neighbouring points is searched.
Perturbations add local, non-central momentum causing regions of the fluid behind
the shock front to have large local gradients, sometimes exceeding that of the shock
front itself. This can be seen in figures 5.20 in section 5.2.6.3 page 111 and 5.25 in
section 5.2.6.4 page 113 — the density and momentum is perturbed behind the shock
front, with local, higher regions of both energy and density. These additional fronts
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cause the gradients to not always reliably reflect the location of the shock.
A poorly located shock is shown in figure A.10, with the consequences visible in
section 6.5 figure 6.14 page 129, for the most extreme case examined, the fully 3D non-
central momentum collapse of the shock front. This is presented with some regret —
figure A.10 shows the poorly located shock positions are a small sample of the overall
positions — it is felt that the problem should be tractable but was consuming consid-
erable time. There are other approaches to this shock front finding but these were not
pursued.
This summary does not contain all the details of implementation. This task ran
the risk of being the most computationally expensive; a 3D, out-of-stride, repetitive
exploration of 10s of gigabytes data files. 2 main methods were employed to reduce the
cost. The shock front was assumed to be broadly continuous, the region first explored
for each rl,sf (θn, φo) was near the location of the adjacent rl,sf , reducing the region
explored. The function consuming the majority of the computational time was rewritten
from Python to Cython, ‘compiled Python’.
In section 3.4.1 page 71 we use rsf to define the grid over θn, φo, but here we search
for rsf over this grid; a circular definition. We first find a test value for r0,sf (θ0, φ0),
choosing θ0, φ0 as a point midway between the two adjacent smallest perturbation crests
and troughs at initialisation. The crests and troughs maintain, broadly, the same angular
position through reflection, most significantly perturbing the fluid radially behind them.
By choosing the point between a crest and trough, we seek a region with less perturbed
fluid, allowing for an accurate shock position to define the grid.
A.6.1 Example of poor shock front finding
In section 3.3.1.2 page 68 we introduce the shock front finding methods employed in
this thesis. This is typically reliable in both 2D and 3D, figures throughout this thesis
have accurately found shock fronts plotted alongside the data output directly from
the simulations. When these methods were applied to the most extreme, fully 3D
perturbation considered, off-axis collapse with multiple perturbed parameters in section
6.5 page 126, they were found to be only somewhat successful.
These extreme perturbations add local, non-central momentum causing regions of
the fluid behind the shock front to have large local gradients, sometimes exceeding that
of the shock front itself. This can be seen in figures 5.20 in section 5.2.6.3 page 111
and 5.25 in section 5.2.6.4 page 113 — the density and momentum is perturbed behind
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Figure A.10: An example of a reflected
shock front, poorly resolved.
the shock front, with local, higher regions of both energy and density. These additional
fronts behind the shock cause the gradients to not always reliably give the location of
the shock.
Figure A.10 is an example of a poorly resolved shock front. Most of the shock front
is correctly found, with difficulty at the crests of the perturbations. This was achieved
after the implementation of searching multiple parameters and ‘hole filling’; if the shock
is not continuous, the region around the nearest neighbours was searched for fronts.
In contrast, figure 6.13 page 129 shows a more successfully resolved shock for the
same run. Figure 6.14 on the same page shows the contrast between the spatial pertur-
bations alone and with additional momentum perturbations; the spatial perturbations
alone allow close shock front finding to high convergence, the addition of momentum
perturbations makes this much less reliable.
These techniques could be extended — this ‘hole filling’ is a widely used technique
and is likely well documented, or alternative methods of shock front tracking could be
implemented — we implemented the first that came to mind. This was not done —
this shock front tracking had taken a significant amount of time and was displaying the
general trend for the worst case scenario, if noisily.
A.7 Shock front from spherical harmonics.
The left hand column of figures A.11 show the largest spherical harmonic components
multiplied with corresponding spherical harmonic, αlYl. This simulation is initialised
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Figure A.11: Recomposing the shock
front. The left hand column shows the
largest individual spherical harmonic com-
ponents, the right hand column shows
these summed, overlaid on the raw data.
The final image shows components to L =
33 summed.
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with l = 8 and  = 0.2, these figures are at 7.6ns, converged to 20% the original radius.
The right hand column shows those components summed together. These show the
recreation of the original data from the spherical harmonics, a visual verification of
equation 3.14 page 71 and the code created for this analysis.
The unitialised modes follow a consistent pattern; even mode perturbations seed
even modes, maintaining the up-down symmetry. αl=2 likely corresponds to pole effects.
These additional modes appear to grow to near their stable limit, larger for smaller l;
αl=4 will have the greatest limit for the even modes. The next two are harmonics of the
initial perturbation, αl=16 seeded by the trough effects visible in the raw data, leading
to doubling. That the next harmonic αl=24 frows strongly seems sensible, maintaining
the nodes of the original perturbation. The next harmonic αl=32 is also grows strongly,
rapidly reaching the stable limit — it is not the next largest perturbation here, the
stable limit for αl=32 being quite small.
The size order of these perturbations represents only this time step — size order
varies, as the modes oscillate at different rates. The peak size of αl=16 is larger than the
peak size of αl=24, this time variation shown in figure 5.14 page 106.
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Supplementary results
The computational and mathematical information and methods provided below are
presented in addition to the rest of the thesis, but are not considered central.
B.1 Average r compared to 0th spherical mode
The mean radius 〈r〉 is a measure of gross behaviour of the shock front and can be used
to examine any changes perturbations make to this, but has limitations — for large
perturbation size, a slight in-out difference in the perturbation will shift 〈r〉 in that
direction, as is the case for even mode perturbations. The alternative uses decomposition
into spherical harmonics — the zeroth spherical harmonic α0,0 represents a sphere. This
measure does not change due to the in-out size difference of even mode perturbations.
Figure B.1 shows 〈r〉 compared to N0,0α0,0, the zeroth harmonic rescaled, for an
even mode perturbation. The perturbation size used in equation 5.3 page 97  = 0.4 is
unusually large, to capture the differences. There is a visible difference at t = 0, where
the unperturbed radius is retrieved. These two definitions of radius converge, describing
the same trajectory at around ∼ 70% of the original radius. This is likely due to the
growth of many of additional modes that oscillate at different rates, causing the average
to approximate the zeroth spherical harmonic.
As with much of the analysis methods, these break down with large, low mode
asymmetries when considering non-central collapse where the perturbations come to
dominate over the spherical behaviour.
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Figure B.1: Mean radius compared to the
rescaled zeroth spherical harmonic compo-
nent N0,0α0,0 for an l = 8  = 0.4 pertur-
bation.
B.2 2D Odd mode initialisation
When initialised with even mode perturbations, the 2D simulations only seed addtional
even mode perturbations. This expected, maintaining the up-down symmetry present
at initialisation with even modes. Here we extend this to odd mode perturbations using
equation 5.3 page 97, l = 9  = 0.2 chosen as close to l = 8  = 0.1, the perturbation
examined in detail from section 5.2.6 page 110, with  = 0.2 as significantly larger than
the stable limit and will thus seed additional modes more strongly.
Figure B.2 shows the spectral composition of this model over time. Primarily, ad-
ditional odd modes grow, but noticeable even mode growth occurs — in some cases
oscillating, for instance with αl=18. This is a harmonic of the initial perturbation — the
harmonics grow strongly to a stable limit, shown in figure B.3, growing more strongly
than the surrounding modes. This is consistent with the even mode perturbations.
B.3 Spectrum of the off-axis collapse
The mode analysis of the spectrum for non-axial collapse is conducted, the initialised
problem and conclusions presented in 6.5 page 126. This spectrum is perhaps not of
as strong interest as in the models — the design of the perturbations to the piston
is such that the position of the peaks and troughs will distort, the initialised spatial
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Figure B.4: Polar mode comparison with (left) and without (right) momentum per-
turbations. Momentum perturbations lead to additional mode seeding, with higher
magnitude, for all modes l
perturbation mode will not reliably represent the extent of the perturbation growth.
On the other hand, there is perhaps some interest in the growth of additional modes
towards collapse, with these low modes representing non-axial, non-central collapse,
figure B.4 showing a range of additional, low modes growing when momentum pertur-
bations are added. Figure B.5 shows that the centre of convergence translates away
from the original centre of collapse in all directions significantly with momentum per-
turbations, while figure B.6 shows collapse to a non-singular point, again significantly
rotated away from the grid axis.
Figure B.7 shows significant symmetry breaking for all modes m with the l = 3, the
shape as it approaches and reflects through collapse being very distorted in all directions.
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Figure B.5: Translation (l = 1) comparison with (left) and without (right) momen-
tum perturbations. Momentum perturbations cause the shock front to translate in all
directions, peak ∼ 17% compared with ∼ 1.4%.
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The final spectrum of m modes for l = 4, figure B.8 shows the momentum perturbation
actually suppresses growth of the initialised mode, l = 4,m = 2 — this is unsurprising,
as the momentum perturbations are designed to twist and distort the shock front.
B.4 Sudden suppression of perturbations
In section 5.2.6.5 page 113 we observed the sudden suppression of perturbation size
during expansion of the perturbed spherical shock front, coinciding with the ingoing
rarefaction front from the edge of the simulation. This sudden suppression is largely
independent of initial perturbation size  and mode number l, shown for 5 arbitrary l
and  in figures B.9, perturbations of equation 5.3 page 97.
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